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Executive Summary 

Compared to 5G, B5G/6G service management needs to deal with greater infrastructure 

complexity and a larger set of heterogeneous services. Hexa-X seeks to develop a B5G/6G 

architecture which reduces complexity for management and orchestration despite an increase in 

the complexity of the infrastructure. Automation is a key enabler for this. In parallel to technical 

goals, non-functional goals need to be fulfilled, including highest possible efficiency in terms of 

quality of experience/service and cost, and societal goals, such as inclusion and sustainability. 

Especially for industrial use cases, dependability attributes are key. For private networks, 

management of the networks by personnel without telecommunications expertise is important. 

The employment of proactive adaptation of Communication Service Providers’ (CSP) 

infrastructure avoids resorting only to “worst case-oriented planning” necessitated by reactive 

orchestration mechanisms. Proactivity requires use of state-of-the-art methods, including 

advanced automation and network programmability, data-driven management and orchestration. 

Some applications of these methods are evolved versions of corresponding functionalities 

developed during 5G evolution, whereas some of them are novel. This includes development of 

higher-performance versions of reactive mechanisms. 

Network slices of 5G provide isolation, locality and processing through orchestration of services 

and resources. It is expected that slicing in 6G will have much higher performance requirements 

in terms of dependability, instantiation time, locality, as well as service quality parameters. The 

use of technical enablers like AI/ML will be partly standardised already during 5G evolution. 

Novel functionalities in 6G are expected to include predictive/proactive slicing enabled by 

prediction of demand on one hand, and resource utilisation on the other hand.  

A unified architectural approach addressing both CSPs and private network domains is paramount 

to achieving 6G goals. An evolution of network slices is expected to support generalised 

capabilities supporting merging of physical, digital, and biological worlds. Cross-orchestration of 

resources between B5G/6G networks and over-the-top stakeholders is a further innovation topic.  

Service orchestration is affected by the evolution of business models. WP6 uses assumptions from 

Hexa-X WP 1.Use cases and KPIs/KVIs are analyzed from WP6 perspective and with a focus on 

technical enablers in this document, based on their initial definition and refinement in D1.1 and 

D1.2. As part of the ongoing work within Hexa-X, harmonization and alignment of initial use 

cases and KPIs/KVIs of D1.1 and D1.2 with findings from technical work packages will be 

performed in WP1 and outcome will be available in D1.3, due in February 2022. 
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1 Introduction 

This document includes gap analysis for service orchestration. It takes into account relevant state 

of the art in related fora, research literature, as well as relevant technology trends. The goal state 

for service orchestration research within Work Package 6 (WP6) is condensed into features, which 

are compared against the state of the art. 

1.1 Objective of the document 

This document provides input for technical work carried out in tasks 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 in WP 6 by 

providing a consensus of the novel aspects which need to be addressed in addition to state of the 

art. This document is also expected to be used by WP 5 and WP 7 for identifying architectural 

requirements. 

1.2 Structure of the document 

Chapter 2 describes the relevant state of the art for service orchestration in WP6 as well 

as technology watch topics considered relevant to the topic. Chapter 3 describes the goal 

state for the project in terms of features, and Chapter 4 contains gap analysis for each 

feature. Conclusions are provided in Chapter 5. 

1.3 Methodology 

Service orchestration is affected by both technology and business environment. Service 

provisioning solutions evolve to B5G/6G through both of these tracks. Due to the complexity of 

the contributing factors, various standardization organizations, industry fora and research 

collaborations provide platforms for addressing different aspects of service provisioning. Due to 

the importance of these, we summarize the state of the art first, organized according to the 

contexts. A description of the context also helps in understanding the goal state for WP6, which 

is described later in the document. 

The fora relevant reviewed in the next Chapter represent the breadth of input relevant to evolution 

of service orchestration. They provide input for WP6 regarding topics under active discussion as 

well as fora for evolving service orchestration towards B5G/6G. Within Hexa-X, WP6 uses 

relevant requirements from WP1, AI/ML techniques from WP4, architectural requirements from 

WP5 and requirements for special purpose networks from WP7. 

 

Gap analysis is performed for features describing the goal state for WP6 against state of the art. 

Since state of the art is organized according to organizations, we summarize relevant state of the 

art – potentially from multiple organizations – in the context of gap analysis where necessary. 

Technology trends are monitored during the project. 
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2 State of the art 

In this chapter, state of the art relevant to service orchestration is reviewed. As described in the 

previous chapter, work having an impact is performed in various fora. This is described in 

Sections 2.1 and 2.2. Related research projects are summarized in Section 2.3 and technology 

watch in Section 2.4. 

The information in this chapter will be linked to individual features of the WP goal state in 

Chapter 4. 

2.1 SDOs and open source communities  

Service orchestration Standards Developing Organizations (SDOs) relevant to WP6 are described 

below: 3GPP in Section 2.1.1, ETSI in Section 2.1.2, IETF/IRTF in Section 2.1.3 and O-RAN in 

Section 2.1.4. For cellular domain, 3GPP brings together inputs from other SDOs and allows a 

definition for a basis for interoperability in terms of formal standards. Other SDOs and fora 

provide platforms for developing topics that are later implemented in 3GPP standards. Some of 

the standards complement 3GPP systems; for example, ETSI ZSM addresses specifically 

cooperation of technology domains for providing end-to-end services. 

2.1.1 3GPP  

Below, relevant topics from SA2 and SA5 are summarized, including Self-Organizing Networks 

(SON). The topics relate to analytics (Section 2.1.1.1), slice management, service-based 

management architecture, and closed-loop automation  (Section 2.1.1.2). Analytics capabilities 

are paramount to evolution towards AI/ML based architecture. Slice management is the basis for 

service provisioning in 5G, and the service-oriented architectural patterns are expected to 

important in evolution towards increasingly cloud-native systems. Closed-loop automation is an 

architectural pattern which facilitates automated control and development towards cognitive 

networks. 

2.1.1.1 SA2 / network data analysis functions and data repositories 

The general framework for 5G network automation in Release 16 of 3GPP SA2s [TR23.791], 

introduced a 5G Core Network function called Network Data Analysis Function (NWDAF) 

responsible for centralized data collection and data analytics functionalities. Relying on the 

metrics and data retrieved from the other 5GC Network Functions (NF), Application Functions 

(AF), data repositories and the Operations Administration and Management (OAM) system, the 

NWDAF has the objective of applying analytics algorithms on the incoming information to derive 

added-value analytical results that can drive automation decisions to the various consumers of the 

NWDAF services (see Figure 1).   
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Figure 1: Framework for 5G network automation. 

This data-driven pattern is the foundation for the automated management of 5G networks and 

allows to implement closed-loop reactions to the network dynamicity at different levels of 

orchestration, including network slice management, OAM policy configuration, network service 

lifecycle and resource control strategies. The data-driven orchestration decisions may have 

different scope, either triggering infrastructure-wide actions usually targeting global re-

optimization decisions, or driving per-slice and per-service operations adopting algorithms 

specialized in the different areas of Quality of Service (QoS) management, mobility management, 

security management, etc. Examples of typical use cases include the processing of application-

level monitoring data to detect application-dependent requirements as input for service 

optimization strategies, identification of QoS profiles and traffic flow patterns to improve 

resource utilization decisions, dynamic selection of User Plane Functions (UPFs) depending on 

network traffic, Radio Access Network (RAN) conditions, predicted mobility patterns, etc.  

The latest 3GPP specification of the NWDAF [TS23.288] identifies the procedures and the 

interfaces exposed by the NWDAF to enable the consumption of data analytics services following 

a query-based model or a subscribe/notify pattern (Figure 2). Standard information models and 

NWDAF Open Application Programming Interface (API) specifications are also available for the 

communication with the consumer NFs of the 5G core.   

 

Figure 2: Communication patterns between NWDAF and consumer NFs. 

Starting from this generalized architecture of the NWDAF and data analytics framework, a critical 

issue is the investigation of suitable deployment models for the NWDAF component(s) and their 

orchestration at runtime. Multiple and specialized NWDAF functionalities, customized for the 

requirements of network slices characteristics or service applications, may need to be orchestrated 

as part of overall lifecycle management. They will need to cooperate with external analytics 

applications or data repositories and, depending on the network slice nature, they will need to be 
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deployed with distributed and modular elements, potentially shared across multiple analytics 

engines or in a cross-slice manner.  

The adoption of Artificial Intelligent / Machine Learning (AI/ML) techniques at the NWDAF 

algorithms introduces requirements for a distributed model where real-time and specialized 

analytics is performed at the network edge or embedded in other NF and  AF procedures, while 

data aggregation, ML training and post-processing analysis is moved to the cloud in centralized 

NWDAF. This pervasive deployment will become even more relevant with the adoption of 

cooperative and federated learning techniques [NDR20]. Following these trends, several 

discussions on the evolution of the NWDAF architecture are currently ongoing in 3GPP for the 

release 17, with proposals for hierarchical deployments of NWDAF and inter-NWDAF 

communications, aggregator NWDAF with the role of combining output analytics coming from 

multiple instances, etc. Particularly relevant for the adoption of AI/ML techniques is the 

possibility to decompose the traditional NWDAF into two different logic functions, where the 

former is dedicated to the models training and has the capability of providing trained models, 

while the latter implements the analytics service, e.g., performing inference and computing 

statistics or predictions. In this sense, the NWDAF Analytics logical function would act as 

consumer of the NWDAF Model Training logical function  and suitable APIs for the discovery 

and exchange of trained models would be required.          

2.1.1.2 SA5/Management system and network slice management 

The architecture of the management system for mobile networks including virtualized network 

functions and its mapping with the ETSI Network Function Virtualization (NFV) Management 

and Orchestration (MANO) framework (cf. Section 2.1.2.1) is defined in 3GPP SA5 in 

[TS28.500] as shown in Figure 3. In this architecture, the traditional Network Manager (NM) 

plays the role of the Operations Support System / Business Support System (OSS/BSS) and 

triggers the lifecycle management of ETSI NFV Network Services and Virtual Network Functions 

(VNF) related to mobile network functionalities interacting with the NFV Orchestrator (NFVO) 

of the NFV MANO framework.   

NFV 
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VNF 
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(VNFM)
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EM
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Figure 3: Mobile network management architecture and mapping with NFV-MANO 

framework [TS28.500]. 
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Relying on the orchestration capabilities of the NFV-MANO framework, a number of use cases 

for the management of the mobile networks are identified, including failure detection and self-

healing, configuration and modification of VNF instances, performance monitoring of VNFs and 

related virtual resources, dynamic instantiation, scaling, auto-scaling and termination of network 

service and VNF instances in mobile networks.  

The management of network slices and their slice subnets is also handled in cooperation with 

ETSI NFV-MANO framework. The representation of an end-to-end network slice, composed of 

core, transport and access network slice subnets (see Figure 4), can be further structured into a 

number of network services and (virtual) network functions, as specified in the 5G network 

resource model defined in [TS_28.541] and shown in Figure 5. In this scenario, the management 

of the lifecycle of network slices can be orchestrated, following a hierarchical approach, through 

NFV Orchestrators that are in charge of handling the lifecycle of the network services associated 

to the various slice subnets (Figure 6). 

network 
slice A

core networknetwork slice 
subnet CN-1

network slice 
subnetCN-2

network slice 
subnetCN-3

access networknetwork slice 
subnetAN-1

network slice 
subnetAN-2

network 
slice 

subnet A

network 
slice 

subnet B

network 
slice 

subnet C

TN supporting 
connectivity

network 
slice B

network 
slice C

communication
services

communication 
service 1

communication 
service 2

communication 
service 3

 

Figure 4: Decomposition of end-to-end network slices in core, transport and access 

network slice subnets [TS28.530]. 
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Figure 5: Structure of network slices and network slice subnets in network services and 

Virtual Network Functions [TS_28.541]. 

 

Figure 6: Example of deployment scenario with NSSMF interacting with NFV MANO 

framework [TS28.533]. 

The Service Based Management Architecture (SBMA), i.e., the management system for mobile 

networks designed following the service-based pattern and principles, is specified in [TS28.533]. 

An example of functional management architecture is reported in Figure 7. This picture also 
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highlights the presence of a Management Data Analytics Function (MDAF) providing analytics 

services in support of management and orchestration decisions to be taken e.g., at the Network 

Slice and Network Slice Subnet Management Functions (NSMF and NSSMF). The MDAF, 

similarly to the NWDAF role at 5G core level, consumes network management data collected 

from the network, e.g., related to network slices and network function performance, and derives 

analytics results that can be used to improve resource utilization, predict failures or traffic 

overloads, or enhance service and slice lifecycle decisions. The MDAF can be deployed at 

different levels and with different scopes, on a per-domain level, e.g., per network slice instance, 

per RAN or CN domain and/or in a centralized manner, with multiple instances of MDAF that 

can cooperate together. 

 

Figure 7: Example of functional management architecture [TS28.533]. 

Several activities are currently ongoing in SA5 around the concept of Self-Organizing Networks 

(SON), where we can identify functionalities for self-configuration, self-optimization and self-

healing. The general concepts, use cases and requirements for SONs in 5G infrastructures are 

defined in [TS32.500], which identifies four SON models (Figure 8): In the Centralized SON  

model, the SON algorithms are executed at the 3GPP management system, either in the 3GPP 

Cross Domain layer (Cross Domain-Centralized SON model) or in the Domain layer (Domain-

Centralized SON model). In the Distributed SON, SON algorithms are executed at the Network 

Function layer (see Figure 8). Finally, the Hybrid SON model is characterized by SON algorithms 

that can be executed at the different layers (domain, cross-domain or network function). The 

generalized SON process is based on the closed loop of monitoring, analysis, decision, execution 

and evaluation actions and can be applied to both 5G Core Network and RAN network functions. 

The orchestration and management of concurrent SON functions may become challenging to 

properly handle their potential overlapping or dependencies, where decisions taken from a given 

SON function may have influence on other ones or even be in conflict with decisions taken from 

other SON functions. One way to address this is to use coordination procedures driven by 

operator’s policies to prevent or resolve the conflicts in order to maintain the overall network 

stability.    
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Figure 8: SON framework [TS28.313]. 

2.1.2 ETSI  

Relevant aspects of Network Function Virtualization (NFV), Zero-Touch Service Management 

(ZSM), Experiental Network Intelligence (ENI), Open Source MANO (OSM) and Multi-access 

Edge Computing (MEC) are summarized below. The topics covered include network function 

virtualization framework and related open source implementation, end-to-end service 

provisioning architecture, application of AI methods and policies within an architectural 

framework, and an architecture for hosting applications at the edge of the network. 

2.1.2.1 NFV 

The ETSI NFV ISG (Industry Specification Group) is developing standards for the Network 

Function Virtualization framework, focusing on the virtualization of network functions and their 

provisioning, orchestration and composition in end-to-end network services. The NFV 

Management and Orchestration (MANO) provides a technical enabler for the provisioning, 

lifecycle management, monitoring and operation of network slices composed of virtualized 

functions over shared infrastructures. In this scenario, network slices are dynamically established 

through the orchestration of virtual resources available in networking and computing nodes in the 

NFV Infrastructure (NFVI). The NFV specification process is organized in subsequent releases, 

going from the pre-standardization studies up to detailed specification and it is completed with a 

set of proof of concepts about the early conceptual results and interoperability events to validate 

the functionalities of NFV implementation in multi-vendor environments. 

During the Phase 1 and Phase 2 period (2013-2016) the NFV ISG set the foundations for the NFV 

framework, in terms of use cases, requirements, architecture, abstract interfaces and information 

models and focusing on the MANO components. The resulting architecture, depicted in Figure 9, 

identifies a component (VIM – Virtual Infrastructure Manager) for the management of the virtual 

infrastructure resources, which are used to instantiate the VNFs. VNFs’ lifecycle is managed 

through the VNFM (VNF Manager) and they are orchestrated into end-to-end NFV Network 

Services by the NFVO (NFV Orchestrator).  
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Figure 9: NFV Management and Orchestration framework and corresponding 

specifications. Modified based on original in [NFV21]. 

Starting from Phase 3 (2017-2018), the specifications have progressed on the definition of the 

Representational State Transfer (REST) APIs for the different components of the architecture and 

new features have been introduced in support of acceleration technologies, security, policy 

management, multi-site connectivity, MANO architectures for multiple administrative domains. 

Phase 4 (2019-2020) is further evolving these specifications towards a full support of cloud-native 

VNFs and management of container-based infrastructures. Moreover, new features have been 

introduced in the areas of multi-tenancy, slicing and edge computing, integration of transport 

network connectivity, required enhancements for 5G and evolution of the NFV MANO 

framework towards service-based architecture principles, with most of the related specifications 

currently in progress. A new feature on NFV MANO automation and autonomous 

networksaddresses cooperation with ENI (Section 2.1.2.4) and ZSM (section 2.1.2.3) to facilitate 

the alignment of different frameworks and architectures in this common area [NFV041]. 

2.1.2.2 OSM 

Open Source MANO (OSM) is an open source Management and Orchestration (MANO) stack 

aligned with ETSI NFV Information Models. It represents a community-led project, delivering a 

production-quality MANO stack that meets operators' requirements for commercial NFV 

deployments [OSM]. 

OSM is closely aligned with the evolution of ETSI NFV MANO standard [EGN14] referred in 

Section 2.1.2.1 and provides a regularly updated reference implementation of NFV MANO. As a 

whole, it basically implements the NFVO and the VNFM blocks in the MANO architecture 

represented in Figure 9. It is also able to integrate with different Virtual Infrastructure Managers 

(VIMs) such as OpenStack, VMware vCloud Director, AWS, Microsoft Azure, Eclipse-fog0, and 

also K8s clusters for container network functions (CNFs) support, among others. Current release 

while writing this paper is Release NINE, which fulfills ETSI’s Zero-Touch Automation vision 

and claims to be ready for MEC and Open RAN (O-RAN) use cases.      
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OSM uses well-established tools and methods to develop code under the open-source Apache 

Public License 2.0. Participation to OSM is open to members and non-members of ETSI, as well 

as individual developers and end users from all across the globe. It is one of the most active and 

recognised initiatives in the field of NFV service orchestration. 

OSM is able to orchestrate the complete lifecycle management of VNFs and associated hardware 

resources. It also offers an architectural framework capable to coordinate network resources for 

cloud-based applications as well as the lifecycle management of VNFs and network services (NS).  

In relation to the usage of Artificial Intelligence techniques, OSM is already considering the 

integration of this functionality as part of the platform itself by means of the deployment of AI 

Agents that would be attached to the deployed VNFs by means of specific VNF execution 

environments [VIC20]. The feature is still under development, although a Proof-of-Concept 

(PoC) describing the potential usages of this functionality has been already presented [OSM21].  

2.1.2.3 ZSM 

To cope with the myriad of industry services in B5G in a cost-effective manner, CSPs need to 

turn their networks into flexible, programmable multi-service platforms with the help of latest 

network softwarization technologies, including network slicing. In most of cases, the complexity 

does not lie on the realization of these services (and their accommodation into infrastructure 

assets), but on their management and orchestration, with different activities aimed at keeping 

individual services at their desired state throughout their lifecycle, from commissioning to de-

commissioning. The challenge here is that these management and orchestration activities shall be 

performed consistently across all network segments, with an end-to-end (E2E) perspective. The 

specificities of these networks, with different pace of technological evolution each and with 

solutions from multiple vendors, unveils non-neglectable integration issues for Communication 

Service Providers (CSPs). This is exacerbated as the number of services/slices running in parallel 

increases.  

The above reasoning requires CSPs to transform their current management systems, adopting 

novel architectural approaches that allow addressing these integration and scalability challenges, 

in a cost-effective manner. In this regard, full end-to-end automation of network service has 

become an urgent necessity for delivery services with agility and speed and ensuring the economic 

sustainability of the very diverse set of services offered by these CSPs. With this goal in mind, 

ETSI ZSM group was formed.  The mission of ZSM is to define a future-proof architectural 

framework, spanning both legacy and virtualized network infrastructure, to enable automatic 

execution of operational processes and tasks: delivery, deployment, configuration, assurance and 

optimization. Founded on the principles of modularity, flexibility, extensibility and scalability, 

ZSM architectural framework [ZSM002] follows service-based management architecture 

principles, based on replacing coarse-grained, point-to-point management interfaces (e.g., 3GPP 

Itf-N interfaces) with management and data services offering fine-grained capabilities via APIs. 

Unlike traditional telco management systems, a SBMA facilitates rapid evolution of management 

and orchestration capabilities in compliance with the innovation of the underlying network, by 

simply adding or updating APIs using libraries and toolkits (e.g., development tools, code 

generators) which are broadly available. This approach allows for service innovation with 

minimal integration. 
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Figure 10: ZSM framework. 

Figure 10 illustrates the ZSM framework. As seen, the ZSM is composed of distributed 

management and data services, organized into management domains and integrated via an 

integration fabric. The combination of these building blocks (see Table 1) provides a common 

foundation which allows a diverse a diverse ecosystem of SDOs (e.g., 3GPP SA5, NFV, MEC, 

IETF), industry fora (e.g., GSMA, TM Forum) and open-source groups (e.g., OSM, Open 

Network Automation Platform (ONAP)) to produce interoperable solutions, bridging the gaps 

across them. To make this happen, development work in ZSM framework needs to be articulated 

into five commandments: 

• Composable management service; support for service exposure and service integration 

• Model-driven, open, intent-based interfaces.  

• Separation of concerns based on the definition of multiple management domains (one 

high-level E2E service domain and individual management domains). The scope of every 

concerns, and thus of every management domain, is up to the operator’s criterium. For 

example, the CSP could decide to have one management domain for every vendor, for 

every network segment, or even for every technology.  

• Shared data (stored, streamed) as the lifeblood of automation 

• Closed loops at various levels as the driver of automation 

 

An intent is a definition of the operational goals for a system which does not specify how they are 

achieved. 
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Table 1: ZSM building blocks. 

ZSM building block Description 

Management service ZSM service that offers a set of management capabilities for 

invocation and communication purpose within a confined, well-

defined environment. The scope of this environment typically 

covers a single management aspect (e.g., provisioning, 

performance assurance, fault supervision) on a single network 

entity (e.g., slice, slice subnet, network function).  

Management function Logical entity playing the roles of ZSM service producer and/or 

service consumer  

Integration fabric A management function, playing the roles of both ZSM service 

producer and consumer, that enables interoperation and 

communication between management functions within and across 

management domains.  

Data services ZSM services that allow to persist data and share them with 

authorized consumers.  

Management domain A scope of management delineated by a technological, business, 

administrative or other boundary.  

E2E service management 

domain  

A management domain specialized to manage E2E services  

 

Above, integration fabric is instrumental in facilitating management service interoperation and 

communication. The ZSM work items that may have an impact on the design and development 

activities within the scope of Hexa-X service orchestration include [ZSM009], [ZSM011], 

[ZSM012], and [ZSM013].  

2.1.2.4 ENI 

The Experiential Networked Intelligence (ENI) ISG is defining a framework where AI techniques 

and context-aware policies are applied in a cognitive network management system to automate 

decisions about network orchestration and increase the level of automation in procedures for 

service provisioning, lifecycle management, operation, resource orchestration and optimization. 

The architecture defined in ENI, represented in Figure 11, enables a closed-loop AI-driven 

mechanism which exploits context-aware and metadata-driven policies to continuously update 

the knowledge of the system and make actionable decisions accordingly. This closed-loop 

automation can be used to adjust the services on the basis of user needs, context conditions and 

business objectives, with a continuous process of knowledge building and updating that triggers 

recommendations to the decision-making systems. These concepts are applicable to network 

automation procedures in 5G and beyond networks e.g., for provisioning, operation, self-

assurance and self-optimization actions, in the context of network slice and network service 

management and resource orchestration.   

The current specifications include the definition of use cases, requirements, terminology and 

system architecture. Moreover, a number of reports have been published with the analysis of 

technologies relevant to the ENI framework. For example, [GR003] provides a gap analysis of 
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existing solutions for context-aware policy management, and the [GR007] identifies categories 

of AI applications applied to networks and classifies network autonomicity scenarios. The more 

recent [GR010], released in March 2021, starts from this classification and provides an evaluation 

of the identified categories to provide guidelines on the implementation decisions around 

autonomous networks. Finally, [GR008], also released in March 2021, focuses on the topic of 

InTent Aware Network Autonomicity (ITANA), presenting use cases and discussing the 

architectural enhancement required to handle intent policies.  

 

Figure 11: ETSI ENI architecture [ENI005]. 

2.1.2.5 MEC 

ETSI Multi-Access Edge Computing defines architectural enablers for providing services for 

mobile users at the network edge.  The goal of the working group is to define an architecture 

enabling cloud-based edge computing on CSP networks, including 3rd party applications (Figure 

12).  

 

 

Figure 12: ETSI MEC concept. 
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The ETSI MEC reference architecture with the functional elements that comprise the mobile edge 

system and the reference points between them is shown in Figure 13. 

There are three groups of reference points defined between the system entities: 

• Reference points regarding the mobile edge platform functionality (Mp). 

• Management reference points (Mm). 

• Reference points connecting to external entities (Mx). 

 

The mobile edge system consists of mobile edge hosts and management functionalities necessary 

to run mobile edge applications within an operator network or a subset of an operator network. 

The mobile edge host consists of a mobile edge platform and a virtualization infrastructure which 

provides compute, storage, and network resources, for the purpose of running mobile edge 

applications. Mobile edge platform includes functionalities required to execute mobile edge 

applications on a particular virtualization infrastructure. Application instances are configured by 

mobile edge management and run on the virtualization infrastructure. The mobile edge 

management comprises the mobile edge system level management and the mobile edge host level 

management. The mobile edge system level management includes the mobile edge orchestrator 

as its core component, which has an overview of the complete mobile edge system. The mobile 

edge host level management comprises the mobile edge platform manager and the virtualization 

infrastructure manager and handles the management of the mobile edge specific functionality of 

a particular mobile edge host and the applications running on it. 

 

Figure 13: MEC reference architecture. Source: [MEC003]. 

The ETSI MEC ISG released a whitepaper [MEC18] illustrating and explaining ways to deploy 

and integrate MEC in the 5G architecture, focusing “on the opportunities for MEC to benefit from 

the edge computing enablers of the 5G system specification, and for 3GPP ecosystem to benefit 

from the MEC system and its APIs as a set of complementary capabilities to enable applications 

and services environments in the very edge of mobile networks.” 

3GPP specifications for associate MEC with AFs that can use the services and information offered 

by other 3GPP network functions and supported for enablers for e.g. specific MEC 
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implementations and user mobility. The ETSI MEC whitepaper proposes the way shown in Figure 

14 to deploy MEC in an integrated manner with 5G. MEC orchestrator acts as an AF and can 

interact with Network Exposure Function (NEF) or directly with the 5G NFs. MEC platform can 

interact with 5G NFs. The MEC host is typically implemented as a part of the IT functionalities 

of a mobile network. NEF can be instantiated either at the core or at the edge of the network. The 

latter case supports service instances which require low latency and high throughput. The white 

paper also assumes that MEC is deployed on the N6 reference point, i.e. in a data network external 

to the 5G system. 

 

Figure 14: Integrated MEC deployment in 5G network. Source: [MEC18]. 

MEC hosts are deployed at the edge or the core of data network. UPFroutes user plane traffic 

towards the targeted MEC applications in the data network. Deployment options include: 

1. MEC and the local UPF collocated with the Base Station. 

2. MEC collocated with a transmission node, possibly with a local UPF. 

3. MEC and the local UPF collocated with a network aggregation point. 

4. MEC collocated with the Core Network functions (i.e. in the same data centre). 

2.1.3 IETF/IRTF  

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is an international and open community of network 

designers, operators, vendors, and researchers concerned with the evolution of the Internet 

architecture and the smooth operation of the Internet.  

In parallel to IETF, there exists the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF). IETF deals with the 

short-term issues of engineering and standards making, while IRTF focuses on longer term 

research issues.  

The IETF WGs relevant to Hexa-X are NETMOD (Network Modelling), ANIMA (Autonomic 

Networking Integrated Model and Approach), OPSAGW (Operations and Management Area 

Working Group), SFC (Service Function Chaining). NETMOD, ANIMA, OPSAGW and SFC 

are defined in the Operations and Management Area (OPS). For Hexa-X service orchestration, 

also NMRG (Network Management Research Group) and COINRG (Computing in the Network 

Research Group) are potentially relevant. 

In the following, we provide a brief summary of the scope and ongoing work in these groups. 

2.1.3.1 NMRG 

The NRMG provides a forum for researchers to explore new technologies for the management of 

the Internet. In particular, the NMRG will work on solutions for problems that are not yet 
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considered well understood enough for engineering work within the IETF and deserves further 

scouting. The NRMG is expected to identify and document requirements, to survey possible 

approaches, to consider new architectural approaches, to provide specification for proposed 

solutions, and to validate concepts with prototype implementations that can be tested in large-

scale real-world environments. 

Currently, NRMG activities are articulated into three workstreams, all of them within the scope 

of Hexa-X orchestration: 

• Self-driving/-managing networks are focused on the evolution towards fully autonomous 

networks. In this long-term journey, there will be intermediate levels where the human 

users remain “in the loop” and be progressively assisted and replaced by more and more 

intelligent mechanisms. The mission of this workstream is provide guidance and explore 

solutions on how to capture these levels into specific requirements and mechanisms in 

the interface between humans and network management system. To that end, NRMG may 

leverage the work in other SDOs (e.g., ZSM, 3GPP) and industry fora (e.g., TM Forum), 

establishing necessary collaboration with them, when required. 

• Intent-Based Networking (IBN) define based high-level, user-friendly abstractions to 

facilitate customer-facing network management, especially relevant for B2B customers 

which want to consume management capabilities from operator’s networks, as in happens 

with Non-Private Networks (NPNs) and network slice as-a-service based solutions. These 

abstractions allow Business-to-Business (B2B) customers, typically from non-telco 

industries (i.e., verticals), to describe business and operational goals in a declarative form 

(intents), alleviating their need to know and derive the technical details on how to achieve 

those goals.  

• Intelligent network management examines in depth the applicability of AI solutions to 

network management, based on the combination with data, computing power and ML 

algorithms. This workstream requires cooperation with other similar efforts in the 

industry, including ZSM and TM Forum.  

2.1.3.2 OPSAWG 

The OPSAGW is a forum for developing work items within IETF, producing RFCs focused on 

operational and management topics. The topics dealt with by OPSAGW are not in scope of an 

existing WG and do not justify the formation of a new WG.  

The focus of the work will be on the topics that govern the behavior or WGs in the orchestration 

and management area (e.g., manageability requirements) and on small, highly focused projects 

that do not merit a WG of their own or belong to WGs that have already concluded.  

Focusing on Hexa-X goals, the following activities are relevant: 

• Model-based service specification, focused on the development of models for data 

modelling language YANG to capture the semantics of L2/L3 Virtual Private Network 

(VPN) connectivity services in vendor-agnostic way, facilitating their provisioning and 

configuration on different carrier networks, with no dependencies on underlying vendor 

solutions. Decoupling services from technology allows for replicability, with 

instantiation of these services at a much larger scale and an easier operation, alleviating 

scalability burdens in the management plane. As of today, OSAWG defines YANG 

models for the provision of Layer-2/Layer-3 VPNs and their operation in the context of 

performance assurance.  

• State-of-the-art solutions for network management, aimed to reviewing and consolidating 

these solutions into stand-alone RFCs. Examples of these RFCs are RFC 6632 (“An 

Overview of the IETF Network Management Standards”), RFC 7276 (“An Overview of 
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Operations, Administration and Maintenance Tools”) and RFC 8969 (“A Framework for 

Automating Service and Network Management with YANG”). 

• Orthogonal network management aspects, including the management of constrained 

devices and micro-Customer Premise Equipment (CPE), the use of Domain Name System 

(DNS) and Transport Layer Security (TLS) profiles in IoT devices or telemetry solutions 

for cloud-native environments.  

2.1.3.3 NETMOD 

The NETMOD WG [NETMOD] addresses general topics related to the use of the YANG 

modelling language and YANG models for network configuration management. The widespread 

adoption of YANG in network domain is explained by the rich set of capabilities this modelling 

language bring, including (among others): 

• Hierarchical configuration data models enables YANG to model the hierarchical 

organization of data as a tree in which each node has a name, and either a value or a set 

of child nodes. YANG provides a clear and concise description of individual nodes, as 

well as the interaction among them. This data hierarchy constructs include defining lists 

where list entries are identified by keys that distinguish them from each other. Such lists 

may be defined either sorted by user (i.e., operations are defined for manipulating the 

order of the list entries) or automatically sorted by the system.  

• Data modularity enables YANG to structure data models1 into modules and submodules. 

A module can import data from other external modules and include data from 

submodules.  

• Extensibility through augmentation mechanisms allows YANG to augment the model-

submodule hierarchy existing on data models, with one module adding data nodes to the 

hierarchy defined in another modules. For controlling augmentation, restrictions can be 

defined. Augmentation can be conditional, with new nodes appearing only if certain 

conditions are met.  

• Reusable types and groupings (structured types). On the one hand, YANG defines a set 

of built-in types, and has a type mechanism through which additional types may be 

defined. Derived types can restrict their base types’ set of valid values using mechanisms 

like range or pattern restrictions. On the other hand, YANG permits the definition of 

reusable grouping of nodes. The instantiation of these groupings can refine or augment 

the nodes, allowing tailoring of the nodes for particular needs. Derived types and 

groupings can be defined in one module/submodule and used in either that location or in 

another module/submodule that imports or includes it.  

Apart from defining core YANG models used as a basic YANG building blocks, the NETMOD 

WG is responsible for specifying the mapping of YANG modeled data into various encodings, as 

well as work on YANG modules device profiles that do not otherwise fall under the charter of 

any other IETF WG. In parallel to these activities, the NETMOD WG ensures that new 

requirements are understood and can be met by the protocols (e.g., NETCONF and RESTCONF) 

therein.  

2.1.3.4 ANIMA 

The ANIMA WG [ANIMA] develops and maintains specification and documentation for 

interoperable protocols and procedures for automated network management and control of 

professionally managed networks. The notion of automation represents an approach whereby the 

 

 

1 A data model describes how data is represented and accessed in a managed network equipment / function.   
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network is able to configure, heal, optimize and protect itself. The strategy is the incremental 

introduction of components to smoothly evolve existing and new networks accordingly.  

 

Figure 15: Reference architectural framework for IANA. Source: [RFC8993]. 

ANIMA work relies on the framework described in the “Reference Model for Autonomic 

Networking”. This reference framework (Figure 15) conceives an autonomic network as a set of 

autonomic nodes (Figure 16), which interact directly to each other. Those autonomic nodes 

provide a common set of capabilities across the network, referred to as he Autonomic Networking 

Infrastructure (ANI). The result is a set of autonomic functions, built from software atomic 

modules called Autonomic Service Agents (ASA).  

In a horizontal view, AFs span across the network, as well as the ANI. In a vertical view, a node 

always implements the ANI, plus it may have one or several ASA’s. ASA definition allows for 

composition mechanisms, i.e., an ASA may be standalone, or use other ASA’s in a hierarchical 

way.  

 

Figure 16: Model of an autonomic node. Source: [RFC8993]. 

Based on the above assets, ANIMA workstreams are geared towards:  
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• Extension to the ANI, including variations of ANI deployment (e.g., in virtualized 

environments, information distributions within an ANI and ANI related Operations, 

Administration, Management and Provisioning (OAMP) interfaces, among others.  

• ASA specification, including design and implementation guidelines for ASAs, and 

related management activities (e.g., lifecycle management, authorization management). 

• Bootstrap over Secure Key Infrastructure (BRSKI) features, including proxies, 

enrollment, adaptations over various network protocols and variations of voucher 

formats.  

• Generic use-cases of Autonomic Network and new Generic Autonomic Signaling 

Protocol (GRASP) extensions for them, including autonomic resource management, 

autonomic SLA assurance and autonomic multi-tenant management. 

• Integration with Network Operations Centers (NOCs), including autonomic 

discovery/connectivity to NOC. YANG-based ANI/ASA management by the NOC and 

reporting AF from node to NOC. 

All the workstreams are captured in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17: ANIMA workstreams. Source: [ANIMA-21]. 

2.1.3.5 SFC 

Service Functions (SFs) are widely deployed and essential in many networks [SFC]. These SFs 

provide a range of features such as security, WAN acceleration, and server load balancing. They 

may be instantiated at different points in the network infrastructure such as data center, the WAN, 

the Core, the RAN, and even User Equipment (UE)s. 

SFs, also referred to as VNFs (Virtualized Network Functions), or simply just functions, are 

hosted on compute, storage and networking resources. SFs are becoming more prevalent even in 

traditionally closed environments such as cellular networks which are now embracing cloud 

native technology. Thus, in 5G 3GPP-based systems, SFs are referred to as Network Functions 

Services (or NF Services), and these NF Services can be accessed using mainstream Internet 

protocols such as HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP). The hosting environment of a function 

is called Service Function Provider or NFVI-PoP (using ETSI NFV terminology). 
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Services are typically formed as a composition of SFs, with each SF providing a specific function 

of the whole service. Services also referred to as Network Services (NS), according to ETSI 

terminology. 

With virtualization, the deployment model for NSs is evolving to one where the traffic is steered 

through the SFs wherever they are deployed (i.e. SFs do not need to be deployed in the traffic 

path anymore). For a given NS, the abstracted view of the required SFs and the order/sequence in 

which they apply is called a Service Function Chain (SFC), which is also called network function 

forwarding graph (NF-FG) in ETSI. An SFC is instantiated through a selection of specific SF 

instances on specific network nodes to form a service graph: this is called a SF path (SFP). The 

SFs may be applied at any layer within the network protocol stack (network layer, transport layer, 

application layer, etc.). 

 

Figure 18: SFC reference architecture. 

 

Figure 19: SFC architecture components. 

The IETF SFC WG [SFC] has defined a reference architecture (see Figure 18 and Figure 19) as 

well as a protocol for the SFC encapsulation. Currently, the WG has expanded its scope to work 

as well on control plane aspects, which are relevant for integration with other control plane 

architectures, such as 3GPP or ETSI ones. 

2.1.3.6 COINRG 

The COIN research group (COINRG) was recently approved as an IRTF Research Group (RG) 

to explore existing research and foster investigation of “Compute In the Network” and the 

resulting impacts of programmability in the data plane [COINRG]. The goal is to investigate how 

to harness and to benefit from this emerging disruption to the Internet architecture to improve 

network and application performance as well as user experience. COIN’s aim is to both review 
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existing work as well as to encourage research solutions that comprehend the re-imagining of the 

network to be a place where routing, compute, and storage blend. 

COIN is addressing the ongoing shift from data center (DC) toward edge computing and will 

debate whether this shift can be viewed as a cloud-edge continuum. COIN specifically is looking 

at the evolution necessary for networking to move beyond packet interception as the basis of 

network operation and into computation. This RG is also examining orchestration with 

increasingly heterogeneous distributed components. 

Currently considered use-cases include, but are not limited to video streaming, immersive 

AR/VR, autonomous/connected vehicles and industrial Internet of Things (IoT) O-RAN. 

2.1.4 O-RAN 

The O-RAN Alliance is developing standards to build an open, disaggregated, virtualized and 

highly extensible RAN architecture that complements the 3GPP specification on 5G networks to 

build a virtualized RAN with white-box hardware and standardized interfaces. Exploiting the 

principles of intelligence and openness, the objective is to create an ecosystem of multi-vendor, 

interoperable and autonomous RAN, with embedded AI-powered radio control, to foster the 

innovations and improve the efficiency of RAN deployments and operations for mobile networks. 

Opening the RAN to a standardized, multi-vendor, AI-powered hierarchical controller structure, 

O-RAN enables operators and third parties to develop and deploy innovative services as RAN 

applications that can leverage emerging AI/ML based technologies. 

The O-RAN Alliance activities cover the definition of the O-RAN specifications, as well as the 

development of a software reference implementation, compliant with the O-RAN open 

architecture, to accelerate the evolution and the deployment of the RAN. In particular, the O-RAN 

Software Community, a collaboration between the O-RAN Alliance and the Linux Foundation, 

is leading the implementation of the O-RAN specifications in open source, under the Apache 2.0 

license. The third release of the software (called “Cherry”) has been released in December 2020. 

In parallel, a number of plugfests give the opportunity to test and integrate different O-RAN 

implementations and verify the multi-vendor interoperability.  

The O-RAN standardization activities are organized in a number of workgroups (WG) focusing 

on specific components, interfaces or aspects of the O-RAN architecture, represented in Figure 

20. In summary, at its upper layer the O-RAN system includes a Service Management and 

Orchestration (SMO) framework that contains the Non-Real Time RAN Intelligent Controller 

(non-RT RIC), in charge of taking decisions on RAN optimization issues in a non-real-time 

manner. The non-RT RIC can make use of data analytics and AI/ML training/inference, also 

leveraging SMO functionalities for data collection and provisioning of O-RAN network functions 

related to Centralized Unit (CU) and Distributed Unit (DU). These network functions include 

near-RT RIC, O-CU-CP, O-CU-UP (Control Plane and User Plane of the Centralized Unit), O-

DU, and O-RU. The near-RT RIC implements the logic for the control and optimization of the 

RAN functions O-CU and O-DU, controlled through the E2 interface, and their resources in near 

real-time intervals. The near-RT RIC logic is implemented in the form of “xApps”, programmable 

applications that use the E2 interface for collecting monitoring information from the RAN and, 

on the basis of the policies configured through the non-RT RIC through the A1 interface, 

reconfigure dynamically the O-CU and O-DU functions, still through the E2 interface.  
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Figure 20: O-RAN architecture. Source: [ORAN21]. 

Particularly interesting working groups in terms of orchestration are WG1 on use cases and 

architecture, WG2 and WG3 on the non-RT and near RT RIC respectively, as well as WG6 on 

cloudification and orchestration.  

2.2 Industry fora  

Industry associations, standards bodies, governmental entities and vertical sectors from different 

regions in the world are conducting studies and efforts while doing discussions and sharing their 

activities in order to boost B5G and 6G technology for future deployments, and assess the 

potential performance in real world from economic, environmental and business point of view. 

Industry fora are thus expected to contribute not only to cellular standards, but also shape the 

business environment relevant to 5G evolution and 6G. 

Industry Fora allow competitors from telecommunication sector to come together in a non-

competitive approach to discuss about the visions, future roadmaps and current implementations 

to forge the new mobile generation, as well as to collaborate in an international industry 

relationship. 

Industry associations such as TM Forum which include network and communications providers 

across many countries are in charge of leading collaboration between communications service 

providers (CSPs) and technology suppliers among others to solve collective problems of digital 

transformation by providing an open, collaborative environment and practical support. 

From operators’ point of view, GSM Association (GSMA) is representing mobile operators and 

manages industry programmes collaboration within their members to achieve interoperability for 

new mobile technologies: Future Networks, Identity and Internet of Things. GSMA Intelligence 

is branded as the definitive source of global mobile operator data, insights and forecasts. 
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OpenConfig is a networking industry collaboration to shape the network communications, 

pushing to a more programmable paradigm for configuring and managing multivendor networks 

by adopting software defined network (SDN). 

There is also a big community for open technologies, an association to bring many of them 

together is Linux foundation, the core of it is to help open source projects to identify and address 

the industry challenges as well as a commercial adoption.  

Within the Linux foundation to bring orchestration and automation network to Linux there exist 

ONAP which is able to orchestrate and automate physical and virtual network functions, Physical 

Network Function (PNF) and Virtual Network Function (VNF), to complete the lifecycle 

management for next generation networks. 

2.2.1 TM FORUM 

TM Forum was founded as the OSI/Network Management Forum to solve systems and 

operational management issues with the OSI protocols by working collaboratively. Is a global 

industry alliance for service providers consisting of more than 850 global companies, among 

them, network operators, digital services providers, cloud providers, software suppliers and so on. 

and their suppliers in the telecommunications industry.  

 

TM Forum members bring togethers effort to define their working line, where the main idea is to 

break down technology and cultural barriers between digital service providers, technology 

suppliers and systems integrators. The fact that TMForum has ten of the top ten world's largest 

telecommunications service providers as members allows it to address complex industry 

challenges in order to accelerate changes based on their abilities and experiences. 

 

To solve the collective problems of digital transformation, the collaboration between 

consultancies, technology suppliers, CSPs and systems integrators is important. TM Forum’s 

work includes Open Digital Framework, Open Digital Architecture and a suite of over 50 Open 

APIs among many others. 

2.2.2 GSMA 

The GSM Alliance (GSMA) is a telco industry association representing the interests of mobile 

operators worldwide, uniting nearly 800 operators with almost 300 companies in the broader 

ecosystem. A key recognized activity of GSMA is to collect information on service requirements 

and regulatory issues from different vertical industry associations (e.g., 5G-ACIA, 5GAA), 

identify potential technologies that can satisfy these requirements, and inform corresponding 

SDOs (e.g., 3GPP, ETSI, IETF), so that they can develop corresponding technology solutions.  

GSMA has many workstreams running in parallel, related to a wide variety of topics that are top 

priorities for operators (e.g., roaming, billing, devices, fraud and security, network softwarization 

technologies, rollout strategies, etc.). One of the top-ranked priorities in the next generation is the 

full realization of Network as a Service (NaaS), based on making network and management 

capabilities available for external consumption through secure well-defined APIs, so trusted 3rd 

parties can consume these capabilities on-demand for their own services. These parties can be 

operator strategic partners (e.g., hyperscalers, application service providers) or enterprise 

customers (e.g., industry verticals). In this regard, the work carried out in the GSMA’s Operator 

Platfrom Group (OPG) initiative is a reference.  

2.2.2.1 OPG 

B5G/6G will bring a wide variety of use cases that operators will be tasked to address, from 

multiple vertical industries and large-scale digital service providers. In this context, it seems 

logical for operator to create a generic platform that can package all the foreseen assets and 

capabilities, including the existing ones (e.g., Internet Protocol (IP) communication services, 
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Wide Area Network [WAN] connectivity services, Infrastructure as a Service [IaaS]-based edge 

computing, identity and billing management) as well as the new ones that B5G/6G may bring 

(network slicing, AI-assisted services) in such a way as to create the necessary flexibility required 

by this new breed of customers.  

Owing to the ever-increasing competitive pressure from global players like the hyperscalers (e.g., 

AWS, Azure, Google Cloud), operators may want to make their assets and capabilities 

consistently available across networks, beyond national boundaries. This avoids having operator-

specific solutions, limited to the footprint of individual operators and not reproducible beyond 

their administrative domains. This traditional approach is no longer viable in B5G ecosystem, 

with large-scale service providers (e.g., Netflix) and vertical customers (e.g., Bosch, Daimler) 

that want deploying their applications following ‘design-once-deploy-everywhere’ approaches. 

In order to avoid this problem in telco industry, which ultimately results in these providers and 

verticals going for hyperscaler solutions, the GSMA has launched the OPG initiative, with the 

definition of the so-called Operator Platform (OP) [GSMA1], [GSMA2].  

The OP is a set of functional modules that enables the operators to monetize and exploits 5G and 

B5G capabilities in a scalable, and federated manner with other operators, providing a cohesive 

vision of the underlying capabilities in such a way the exposed capabilities can be used seamless 

across the federation footprint. The OP concept definition allows operators to collaborate with 

hyperscalers in service delivery, based on some levers that are, in summary, the existing 

relationship of operators with enterprise customers, the vast local footprint of operators, their 

excellent position to deliver on the digital sovereignty principles and the competence to provide 

high-reliability services. In the first two phases (January 2020 – July 2021) OP service offering 

has been focused on edge computing capabilities. In the forthcoming phases further service 

offerings such as IP comms and network slicing are expected to be integrated into the OP.  

 

Figure 21: OP architecture. Source: [GSMA1]. 

The OP architecture is shown in Figure 21. An OP is based on each operator holding an instance 

independent of the deployment in other operator. This instance consists of a common exposure 

and capability framework, including a federation interface towards other operators, and the 

platforms that actually provides the capabilities themselves. To allow for this interaction, the 

proposed OP architecture is based on four sides approach: 
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• Northbound Interface (NBI) APIs, in charge of service management and enabling 

fulfilment of enterprise service requirements. This NBI will follow and adopt existing 

cloud API principles, to allow better integration with existing enterprise solutions.  

• Southbound Interface (SBI) APIs, connecting the OP with the specific operator 

infrastructure that will deliver the network services and capabilities to the customer 

• East-/West-Bound APIs, extending operator reach beyond own footprint by means of 

federation.  These APIs are used for operators to exchange information (e.g., capabilities 

discovery) 

• User-Network Interface (UNI) APIs, which are meant for final equipment to set 

communications towards OP, opening new capabilities at user level, for instance 

dynamic service requests or location data.  

Figure 22 shows the integration of OP concept in multi-stakeholder environments.  

 

Figure 22: OP roles and interface reference architecture. Source: [GSMA-2]. 

2.2.3 OpenConfig 

One pillar for a future-proof network management is the use of NETCONF protocol with device 

models based on OpenConfig. OpenConfig is an informal working group of network operators 

sharing the goal of moving our networks towards a more dynamic, programmable infrastructure 

by adopting software-defined networked principles such as declarative configuration and model-

driven management and operations [OpenConfig]. OpenConfig is articulated into four main 

workstreams (WS):  

• WS#1 - Data models and APIs: OpenConfig captures a consistent set of vendor-neutral 

data models for configuration and management of individual networking devices. Written 

in YANG, these data models cover actual operational needs from use cases and 

requirements from multiple network operators.  

• WS#2 – Streaming telemetry: streaming telemetry is a new paradigm for networking 

monitoring in which data is streamed from devices continuously with efficient, 

incremental updates. Operators can subscribe to the specific data items they need, using 

OpenConfig data as the common interface.  

• WS#3 – Data transport and RPC protocols: OpenConfig data models can be used 

independently on the data encoding, transport, or RPC protocol. Operator can choose the 

transport and RPC protocols that are best suited for integration with their environments 

and overall automation strategy. The following protocols are in-scope of OpenConfig: 
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NETCONF are RESTCONF (IETF standard protocols designed for manipulating 

network configuration data in datastores modelled with YANG) and gRPC Network 

Management Interface (gNMI, unified management protocol for streaming telemetry and 

configuration management that leverages the open source gRPC framework).  

• WS#4 – OpenConfig and WiFi: on the use of OpenConfig toolkit (from WS#1, WS#2 

and WS#3) to allow for a vendor-agnostic management on WiFi assets, including access 

pointe and WLAN controllers.  

2.2.4 Linux Foundation 

Linux Foundation is a non-profit technology consortium which standardizes Linux, supports its 

growth and promotes its commercial adoption. Linux Foundation hosts and promotes 

collaborative development of open source software projects. 

2.2.4.1 ONAP 

ONAP (Open Network Automation Platform) [ONA21] is an open source system, backed by the 

Linux foundation. The main original purpose is to provide a framework that enables design, 

orchestration, and runtime management of network services, composed of virtualized functions. 

Throughout the releases the scope has broadened to include physical functions, containerized 

functions, customer facing services, network slicing, various enhancements according to 

emerging networking standards, etc.  

 

Figure 23: ONAP architecture. Source: [ONA21]. 

The architecture of the platform is shown in Figure 23. Components can be divided into the 

following main functional domains: 

- design time components: enable the design of service templates and control 

functionalities 

- runtime components: enable the instantiation and management of services 

- management components: enable the operation and management of the ONAP 

platform itself 
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In the following we introduce key components for service orchestration and automation: SDC 

(Service Design and Creation), A&AI (Active and Available Inventory), SO (Service 

Orchestration), and DCAE (Data Collection Analytics and Events). 

In the design time, SDC is the most relevant component. It offers a graphical interface to define 

network services, composed of constituent network functions and networking in between. 

Furthermore, SDC offers importing descriptors of network functions or network services 

described in specific software packages (VSP, Vendor Software Package). VSP has specific 

naming conventions and structure to be followed. Design time components also include validation 

tools for checking VSPs, as well as catalogue for existing service templates. It is worth mentioning 

the CDS (Controller Design Studio), which offers an interface to design generic controllers which 

in general can be used to control configuration and lifecycle of network functions and services. 

After onboarding a service into SDC, it will distribute service model to relevant runtime 

components that need to know the service description, to make lifecycle management (starting 

with instantiation) and closed loop automation actions possible.  

The main “database” containing information on the composition and status of services is the 

A&AI. In that sense it is a central element, where service-related actions should be always 

followed (that is, components changing a service instance should modify A&AI accordingly).   

SO is the component responsible for orchestrating activities and tasks needed for service lifecycle 

management (e.g. elementary steps of instantiation or termination of a service). SO is capable of 

orchestrating at end to end level. For doing so, SO can use various adapters applicable for various 

orchestration use cases; through those adapters SO reaches other components (maybe external to 

ONAP or internal). 

Multi-cloud adaptation capabilities of SO are fulfilled through various adapters and plugins. The 

component called Multicloud itself has its plugins for main cloud technologies including 

Kubernetes. Furthermore, direct CNF adapter of SO enables SO to directly access a Kubernetes 

API for orchestrating containerized network functions. Similarly, OpenStack adapter is for 

directly managing OpenStack workloads. 

The DCAE is a general framework targeted for collection and processing of data from network 

functions or management elements. It incorporates a framework for implementing and 

containerizing custom analytic applications, and a Hadoop cluster for data processing and storing. 

As part of the DCAE framework, there are several collectors developed by the ONAP community 

enabling collection of Fault Management (FM) and Performance Management (PM) data. Support 

for AI/ML has been addressed e.g. with Acumos adapter for DCAE [DCAE20]. 

ONAP has policy framework in its architecture, which enables the definition and use of policies 

for deciding on actions to be executed by the platform. Policies can be defined and used at various 

levels in considering a closed loop automation context (collection policies, execution policies, 

etc.). 

It is worth mentioning that ONAP is not a ready-made, integrated software “box”, that has a solid 

well-defined set of capabilities. It is rather a platform, or framework of open source components, 

which enables implementation of certain use cases. The open source community continuously 

defines and implements numerous use cases, but these are typically “synthetic”, in the sense that 

vendor specific network functions are not incorporated, components are often emulated, 

simulated, etc. 

In order to implement orchestration in real operator networks, the ONAP platform implements 

some standards related capabilities and technology specific adaptations. Some of these features 

are listed below (note that this is not an exhaustive list): 
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• CNF (Containerized Network Function) support. The ONAP platform was originally 

planned for orchestrating virtual machine based VNFs. Recent advancements required 

the extension towards managing containerized workloads 

• PNF (Physical Network Function) support. Support for including PNFs in service design, 

registration of PNFs and storing of PNF resources in A&AI. 

• 3GPP slicing support. Latest release implements 3GPP defined NSMF functionality as 

SO workflow. Furthermore, SO component has 3GPP NSSMF adapter application, that 

enables attaching NSSMF functionality to SO based NSMF.  

• 3GPP FM/PM collection support. The de-facto format for FM/PM data in ONAP is VES 

format. To support 3GPP defined network functions, the ONAP framework contains PM 

mapper for mapping 3GPP defined PM data into custom VES format.  

• ETSI support. There are numerous work items targeting implementation of ETSI MANO 

defined interfaces in ONAP. The VNF packages defined by ETSI and used by ONAP 

SDC are different, hence there is ongoing work for ETSI package management support. 

2.2.5 NGMN 

Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN) is an alliance leading by mobile network operators 

(MNOs) which has been founded in 2006. Within the alliance there are also vendors, 

manufacturers and research institutes where the objective is to successfully launch the future 

mobile networks defining a clear roadmap either for technologies and use cases. To do so, NGMN 

will ensure that the operators’ requirements as network infrastructure, service platforms or the 

standards will satisfy the end user demands and what MNOs require. Those requirements are 

identified, documented, published and distributed. Paper publications are continuously being 

develop and the standards are developed by SDOs and the results have been recognised by 3GPP 

or TM Forum. 

As example of activities being done by NGMN can be found; a white paper written in 2006 which 

summarised from operators´ point of view a vision for mobile communications including 

requirements and recommendations. They also work on Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) “to 

ensure Fair, Reasonable And Non-Discriminatory (FRAND) IPR costs”. The work programme 

for 2021 and beyond has these three main priorities: 

• Route to disaggregation, development of cloud native solution. 

• Green future networks, to build conscious solutions. 

• 6G, highlight requirements and use cases to be address. 

The NGMN Alliance has some co-operation partners which are 3GPP, the European 

Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), GSMA or International Telecommunication 

Union (ITU) among many others. 

2.3 Research projects 

This section portrays selected European projects which are considered relevant to service 

orchestration in Hexa-X: 5G-CLARITY in Section 2.3.1, 5G-COMPLETE in Section 2.3.2, 

DAEMON in Section 2.3.3, 5GROWTH in Section 2.3.4, LOCUS in Section 2.3.5, 5G-Tours in 

Section 2.3.6 and 5G ZORRO in Section 2.3.7. WP6 partners participation to the research projects 

provides a way to exchange information between Hexa-X and the projects. 

2.3.1 5G-CLARITY 

5G-CLARITY project [5GCLARITY] brings forward the design of a system that provides a rich 

set of capabilities in private industrial network environments, including spectrum flexibility, 

5GNR+Wi-Fi+LiFi access network, high-precision positioning, delivery of critical services, and 
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AI-based network management with built-in slicing. These capabilities can be flexibly adapted, 

combined and extended to support a wide variety of B5G services for non-public use, from 

infrastructural services to communication/digital services. Depending on the use-cases and 

customer requirements, these services can be provisioned using either Standalone Non-Public 

Networks (SNPNs) or Public Network Integrated Non-Public Networks (PNI-NPN). The latter 

requires means for the integration between the on-premises network (private network) with the 

Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN), both at the connectivity level and at the management and 

orchestration level.  

To address the complexity resulting from the above-referred service ecosystem, 5G-CLARITY 

leverages the principles of abstraction and separation of concerns into the system architecture 

design. The result is an architecture structured into four different strata that can evolve 

independently, which a segregated scope and a specific technology development cycle each: the 

infrastructure stratum, the network and application function stratum, the management and 

orchestration stratum and the intelligence stratum. Figure 24.  captures the logical structure of 

these strata into the 5G-CLARITY system architecture, together with their main design principles.  

 

Figure 24: 5G-CLARITY system architecture. 

Following up Hexa-X orchestration activities, both 5G-CLARITY management and orchestration 

strata and intelligence strata deserves attention.  

On the one side, the management and orchestration stratum encompasses all the necessary 

functionality to deploy and operate B5G services (and associated resources) throughout their 

lifetime, from their commissioning to their de-commissioning. In compliance with the latest 

standardization progress in ETSI ZSM and other SDOs (e.g., 3GPP SA5), this stratum is designed 

following a SBMA, with a set of management and data services arranged into a number of 

Management Functions (MFs), all connected through a service bus providing integration fabric 

functionality. As represented in Figure 24, these MFs are arranged into four main functional 

groups: 

• Service and Slice Provisioning. This group includes all the MFs that are involved in the 

provisioning of B5G services and their associated network constructions (e.g., VxFs, 

network services, slices, O-RAN xApps). These MFs are the VIM, the NFVO, the Slice 

Manager, the Transport Controller and the O-RAN defined non-RT RAN RIC.  

• Data Processing and Management. This group includes all the MFs in charge of collecting 

and aggregating telemetry data, in order to make it available to the intelligence stratum 
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or to the individual customer management systems. The data sources include physical 

network and compute nodes from the infrastructure nodes, and virtual functions from the 

network and application stratum. A total of two management functions are defined within 

the Data Processing and Management group: data semantics fabric and data lake.  

• Cloud Native Support Management. In this group there exist two management functions, 

which are required to allow for a cloud-native instantiation of the SBMA: The 

Authentication and Registration Function, and the Distributed Data Storage.  These 

functions enable the deployment of stateless management functions that can be scaled 

dynamically and independently in container-based cloudified environments.  

• External Access Mediation. This group is formed of a single management function, 

referred to as the mediation function, which acts as an API gateway allowing for 

capability exposure to 5G-CLARITY customers.  

On the other side, the intelligence stratum includes all the assets that drive automation and data-

based intelligence on the 5G-CLARITY system operation. These assets are arranged into two core 

components: 

• AI engine, which provides hosting and management of ML models. These models are 

registered and published into a unified marketplace, where management functions and 

virtual functions can gain access to subscribe and consume these ML models, following 

Platform as a Service (PaaS) approaches. The ways of working of the AI engine is as 

follows: it takes data from the 5G-CLARITY data processing and management 

framework (ML input), processes them according to model logic (ML processing) and 

derive insights (ML output). The insights consist in predictions or configuration 

management actions that are ultimately pushed towards subscribed virtual functions and 

management functions.  

• Intent engine, which provides an intent-based interface to allow user-friendly interactions 

between 5G-CLARITY system administrator and 5G-CLARITY assets. A typical use 

case for the intent engine is to translate a request for scaling a slice (e.g. written in 

structured English language) with specific parameters into a Slice Manager configuration, 

perhaps with the assistance of an ML model to optimize the resource usage.  

2.3.2 5G-COMPLETE 

The H2020 5G-COMPLETE project [5GCOMP] has the objective of evolving 5G architectures 

proposing a unified, ultra-high capacity, and converged digital/analog Fiber-Wireless RAN 

architecture. The multi-tier 5G infrastructure envisioned in 5G-COMPLETE combines edge, 

regional and core cloud to enable a flexible provisioning of URLLC, Enhanced Mobile Broadband 

(eMBB) and Massive Machine Type Communication (mMTC) network slices. Such network 

slices are managed through a data-driven architecture that integrates the orchestration of 

cloud/edge computing, x-haul connectivity and radio resources. In this scenario, the orchestration 

procedures are implemented through an extended NFVO, based on the OSM platform, which 

operates on edge nodes supporting the unified management of VMs, containers and unikernels 

and integrates functionalities for multi-technology transport network control and RAN 

configuration.  

The 5G-COMPLETE network slicing and orchestration architecture, depicted in Figure 25, is a 

layered architecture inspired by the 3GPP and ETSI NFV standards. Network slices modelled 

according the Generic Slice Template (GST) specified by GSMA are translated into a number of 

NFV network services according to the 3GPP modelling. These network services are managed 

through an end-to-end NFV and MEC orchestrator, inspired by the NFV Orchestrator and MEC 

Orchestrator standards in ETSI NFV and ETSI MEC, which is customized to coordinate the 

resource provisioning in edge/cloud nodes, to configure their inter-connectivity across multi-

technology and multi-tier transport network and, jointly, to instantiate the network slices in the 

RAN segment adopting the O-RAN concepts.  
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At the transport network level, the orchestrator interacts with a number of SDN controllers 

specialized to operate on the network technologies deployed in the different tiers of the 5G-

COMPLETE programmable fronthaul, midhaul and backhaul segments, i.e., Time-Sensitive 

Network, Time-Shared Optical Network and mmWave networks. The interaction between 

orchestrator and SDN controllers is based on the Transport API specified in ONF and enables the 

creation of connectivity services as well as monitoring and topology services to feed joint resource 

allocation algorithms and re-optimization strategies at the orchestrator level.  

At the RAN domain, the orchestrator implements the SMO functionalities defined in the O-RAN 

framework and it integrates a non-RT RIC in charge of instantiating O-CU and O-DU components 

in edge/cloud nodes according to the network slice requirements. The non-RT RIC interacts with 

a near-RT RIC through the A1 interface defined in O-RAN to configure policies and drive the 

management of the network slices in the RAN segment.  

 

Figure 25: 5G-COMPLETE: network slicing and orchestration architecture. 

The logic of the various management and orchestration components is supported through a 

transversal layer of centralized AI engines and algorithms for cross-layer resource allocation 

strategies, end-to-end slice sharing and management, intra-layer re-optimizations (e.g., within a 

network domain operating at the SDN controller level) or cross-layer self-optimization (e.g., 

through migration of virtual functions triggering the coordinated reconfiguration of the radio and 

transport segments. In this sense, the AI/ML platform operates applying the principles of the ETSI 

ENI mechanisms at the different layers of the architecture and coordinating the related decisions 
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for a global optimization. For example, it may combine decisions on intent-driven slice 

composition with automatic detection of intent evolution and changing traffic loads to trigger the 

re-optimization of the virtual function placement jointly with traffic aggregation and re-routing. 

2.3.3 DAEMON 

The DAEMON [DAEMON] H2020 European project develops and implements innovative and 

pragmatic approaches to Network Intelligence (NI) design that enable high performance, 

sustainable and extremely reliable zero-touch network system. DAEMON designs an end-to-end 

NI-native architecture for B5G that fully coordinates NI assisted functionalities.  

Throughout and beyond 5G, mobile networks will undergo an architectural revolution, aimed at 

supporting the extreme requirements set by future services that will assume performance 

indicators like virtually infinite capacity or perceived zero latency [M18]. The mobile network 

architecture is being redesigned for end-to-end softwarization and cloudification [TRM17], while 

the atomization of the classical access-core dichotomy is paving the road for network 

microdomains. Fundamental to the optimal operation of the softwarized, cloudified and atomized 

network infrastructure will be the NI responsible for managing the composite mosaic of network 

functions and associated resources in presence of a surging mass of services, tenants and slices. 

Present trends in NI for next-generation network orchestration that are promoted by major 

standardization bodies pivot on the notion of closed-loop Artificial Intelligence. Figure 26 depicts 

the breakdown of the novel DAEMON NI-native architecture.  

 

Figure 26: DAEMON NI-native architecture. 

The three levels of NI operation timescales are set apart by shaded areas that encompass the 

network entities belonging to each level; DAEMON brings pervasive intelligence into the real-

time control domain of the network infrastructure, all the way within VNFs. The additional 

Beyond Edge micro-domain introduced by DAEMON and its associated entities are highlighted 

by the dashed line. The novel NI Orchestration layer introduces feedback loops across NI 

instances deployed throughout the network, including the new ones implemented at VNF level. 

The DAEMON NI-native architecture introduces intelligence directly into the user plane, creating 

a hierarchy of NI instances for network management that removes the restrictions of closed-loop 

models. This project also goes beyond the vision of current standardization bodies and pushes NI 
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within VNFs) in the Far Edge, Edge, Transport and Core micro-domains, as well as in a novel 

Beyond Edge micro-domain. The architectural changes above forward a much deeper integration 

of intelligence in systems [ZUS+20] and create a considerably wider ecosystem of NI instances 

that populate the network infrastructure both in the control and data planes. 

Managing resources at the Edge is another challenge [MMJ+17] to take into consideration with 

DAEMON. In order to address this, DAEMON will design dedicated NI algorithms that 

implement a holistic orchestration approach where diverse Edge functionalities are operated at 

different timescales and locations, whilst acting as a single integrated system via a multi-timescale 

loop. 

DAEMON advocates for a more pragmatic approach to the integration of AI into networking 

environments, by proposing and promoting AI models for NI only where they actually make a 

difference. DAEMON gives full consideration to overlooked hybrid approaches that combine, 

e.g., statistical and DL models, following the path recently open by seminal results in the machine 

learning community. 

2.3.4 5GROWTH 

5GROWTH (5G-enabled Growth in Vertical Industries) is an H2020 EU and 5G PPP Phase 3 

project [5GROWTH] focused on the technical and business validation of vertical services in the 

Industry 4.0, Transportation, and Energy areas. 5GROWTH is developing a multi-layer 

architecture represented in Figure 27 for the management of vertical services in multi-domain 5G 

infrastructures including RAN, edge, transport and cloud resources. The proposed architecture is 

based on a hierarchy of management and orchestration functions which operates at the vertical 

service, network slice, NFV network service and virtual resource levels. These functionalities are 

supported through a vertical-oriented monitoring system, which collects monitoring data from 

physical and virtual resources, VNFs and virtual applications to feed an AI/ML Platform  for 

multi-layer, closed loop automation decisions.  

 

Figure 27: 5GROWTH architecture. 
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The core of 5GROWTH architecture is built around three major components. The Vertical Slicer 

implements the logic to translate the vertical service requirements into network slices that are 

instantiated on-demand and operated following the lifecycle of the services. Network slices are 

managed on the basis of the service dynamicity and according to the Service Level Agreements 

(SLAs) established with their tenants. Atomic slice components and slice subnets can be shared 

among multiple end-to-end slice instances. Automatic scaling actions can be triggered according 

to arbitration decisions to regulate resource contention between concurrent services or in case of 

detection of poor application performance.  

Federation with external domains at the Vertical Slicer can be handled at the vertical service level 

or at the network slice level. In the former case, the vertical service is decomposed in more atomic 

services, which can be instantiated locally or requested to peer domains by Communications 

Service Management Function (CSMF) (through a CSMF-to-CSMF interaction) based on the 

advertised service blueprints. In the latter case, the vertical service is mapped into an end-to-end 

network slice split in multiple slice subnets. Using a hierarchical CSMF-to-NSMF interaction the 

local Vertical Slicer can request the creation of the target slice subnet to an external federated 

domain based on the advertised network slice templates.   

The implementation of network slices is realized through the management of NFV network 

services, handled at the Service Orchestration level. The typical functionalities of the NFVO are 

extended with placement and resource allocation algorithms, mechanisms for the configuration 

of the transport network through Wireless Infrastructure Manager (WIM) components, and 

automated scaling procedures supported by the AI/ML platform. The sharing of network slice 

subnets is handled at the Service Orchestration through the concept of nested network services, 

which can be managed independently on the local domain or delegated to external domain through 

a federation mechanism at the NFVO level. The Service Orchestrator operates on top of the 

Resource Layer, which implements the functionalities for the abstraction, advertisement and 

orchestration of virtual resources at the NFV Infrastructure.    

2.3.5 LOCUS 

LOCUS project [LOCUS] aims at providing a unified and generalized localization analytics 

platform for the deployment of localization analytics functions and services on top of 5G 

virtualized infrastructures, taking care to expose them towards Smart Network Management and 

3rd party vertical applications. The LOCUS platform considers localization requirements posed 

by several applications and use cases (location aware network planning, optimization, resilience, 

as well as flow monitoring in large venues and urban areas, crowd mobility analytics, vulnerable 

road user among the others), and translate them into on-demand analytics services and ML 

pipelines deployed on top of edge/core virtualized infrastructures. 

From an architecture perspective, as shown in Figure 28, LOCUS relies on a virtualization 

platform which allows to run the localization analytics services as combination and 

interconnection of VNFs, following the ETSI NFV principles. It follows a hybrid approach that 

integrates different technologies and solutions to distribute the localization and analytics virtual 

functions across edge and core computing locations within the 5G end-to-end infrastructures. 

Traditional IaaS solutions (based on OpenStack) are combined with cloud-native virtualization 

platforms (based on Kubernetes) to run localization analytics function workloads at appropriate 

locations and satisfy application requirements in terms of latency, availability, etc.  

LOCUS builds on the 5G Location Services (LCS) principles and architecture defined by 3GPP 

in [TS23.273], and defines specific 3GPP and non-3GPP Location Management Functions 

(LMFs) as localization enablers, thus as network functions that computes User Equipment 

positioning leveraging on heterogeneous data (from 3GPP and non-3GPP RAN as well as from 

environment data sources). Device-free localization techniques are also investigated. Moreover, 

this set of LCS network functions is augmented with analytics functions and ML pipelines 

designed and developed to support the Smart Network Management and 3rd party vertical 
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applications requirements. They consume the localization information provided by the LMFs and 

produce contextualized information and predictions on trajectories, heatmaps, point of interests, 

clusters, etc. These on-demand LCS functions support the 5G Service-Based Architecture (SBA) 

approach and integrate with the 5G Core thus providing additional localization and analytics 

capabilities on top of the legacy 5G connectivity services. 

The management of such enhanced LCS functions is performed by the LOCUS MANO, which 

follows the ETSI NFV architecture and enables the implementation of LMFs, analytics functions 

and ML models as VNFs, combining them as NFV Network Services to deploy localization 

analytics services and pipelines as needed by Smart Network Management and 3rd party vertical 

applications. The main idea behind this approach is to facilitate the reuse of common localization 

and analytics functions for several purposes and applications scopes, thus enabling a flexible 

collection, manipulation, analysis and exposure of localization related data.  

As front-end of the LOCUS platform, the Localization Analytics as a Service APIs expose the 

localization services managed by the LOCUS MANO towards the application layer. The main 

idea behind these APIs is to provide a flexible and open interaction with the localization, analytics 

and ML functions hosted in the LOCUS platform, and enable the LOCUS applications for Smart 

Network Management and vertical use cases to consume localization analytics on-demand and 

based on their application needs. Depending on the capability of the specific analytics service, 

functions and ML models, the access to is granted either through REST APIs for synchronous 

interactions or a message bus for publish/subscribe mechanisms suitable for data stream outputs. 

 

Figure 28: LOCUS reference architecture. 

2.3.6 5G-TOURS 

5G-TOURS [5GTOURS] is a Horizon-2020 project currently in progress with the overall vision 

of empowering vertical industries closer to commercial deployment with highly innovative use 

cases involving cross-industry partnerships relying on the 5G technology. In practice, 5G-TOURS 

aims to demonstrate the ability of 5G to support multiple vertical use cases concurrently on the 

same infrastructure with the vision of improving the life in the city for the citizens and tourists, 

making cities more attractive to visit and more efficient in terms of mobility and safer for 

everybody. 

5G-TOURS focuses on three main themes: 
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• The touristic city, where visitors of museums and outdoor attractions are provided with 

5G-based applications to enhance their experience while visiting the city.  

• The mobility-efficient city, where moving in the city is made more efficient and 

comfortable involving gathering information about the city and using it to improve 

navigation systems as well as parking operations, among others. 

• The safe city, where 5G technology is intended to improve the safety in the city by 

providing means to better assist health-related care in the different phases of potential 

incidents, and by providing monitoring and remote assistance to tourists. 

 

5G-TOURS is considered relevant to WP 6 work in Hexa-X because the project is exploring the 

usage of AI/ML techniques associated to the network service management and orchestration 

procedure, which is intended to be applied for some of the PoCs being developed as part of the 

demonstration activities in this project. Different approaches are under consideration (see [5GT-

D3.3]): 

• Those based on the application of the ETSI ENI standard (described in Section. 2.1.2.4). 

• To provide an AI-enhanced MANO functionality, consisting on an ancillary AI/ML ad-

hoc system that interfaces the orchestration platform (OSM) through its north-bound 

interface (NBI) in order to trigger the necessary management actions. 

• To explore the deployment of AI-Agents for implementing proactive orchestration 

actions (VNFs scaling actions specifically). This relies on the new AI/ML-related OSM 

feature introduced in Section 2.1.2.2. 

 

These different management and orchestration approaches, among others, could be considered in 

the scope of this Hexa-X project. 

2.3.7 5GZORRO 

The 5GZORRO architecture [5GZORRO] is built around three major concepts:  

• Data-driven and AI-based solutions to enable automatic and autonomous network 

operations following AI operations (AIOps) paradigm. 

• Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT) to enable trust and security in multi-party end-

to-end service/slice implementation. 

• Cloud-Native technologies which once integrated into SDN/NFV environments can 

increase the level of flexibility required by advanced 5G based services (e.g., scalability, 

resilience).  

Following these concepts, the 5GZORRO system implements mechanisms for zero-touch and 

automated resource discovery across multiple domains using DLT/Blockchains and AIOps 

technologies. Stakeholders publish their own resource/service offerings and the 5GZORRO 

business logic automatically discovers the most suitable set of resources for a requested service 

minimizing the human intervention. The architecture includes a Marketplace Application with 

business agents that can discover and classify available resources and services. Each 

resource/service offering published into the Marketplace is stored into the blockchain and 

becomes immutable, making it secure from a business point of view.  

Resources available on the DLT-based catalogue can be selected through an automatic AI-based 

process and requested from their owners through a business transaction traced in the DLT. This 

selection is a resource orchestration decision process driven by the analysis of historical 

information stored into the operational data lake, like costs and Key Performance Indicators 

(KPIs), and can be influenced through static rules set manually by the potential resource 

consumers. The Intelligent 3rd Party resource selection applies the zero-touch management 

paradigm to enable the seamless composition of different resources/services offered by different 

providers in different administrative domains. Special SLA monitoring mechanisms, operating 

across multiple domains, allows the automated reaction in case of SLA breaching.   
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Finally, in order to enable the automatic establishment of business relationships, 5GZORRO 

implements trusting and security mechanisms to guarantee the trustiness of all the parties involved 

in the transactions and the end-to-end security of the deployed services.  

The 5GZORRO reference architecture includes four logical layers, as shown in Figure 29: the 

Marketplace/Business layer, the Analytics and Intelligence for AIOps layer, the Security and 

Trust layer and the Zero-Touch Service Management and Orchestration layer, particularly 

relevant in terms of orchestration functionalities. This layer implements the functionalities to 

control the resources of the 5G infrastructure, including radio spectrum, transport network and 

computing resources at data centres and edge computing nodes. Its internal structure applies the 

ETSI zero-touch network and service management architectural patterns, enabling the zero-touch 

automated management of the life cycle of network slices and associated services. 5G resources 

are managed through Intent-based interfaces that provide a high-level abstraction of 5G 

capabilities hiding their complexity, technology and vendor-specific details. 

 

Figure 29: 5GZORRO reference architecture. 

2.4 Technology watch 

This chapter describes considered relevant to WP6 scope which are not in scope of particular 

organizations or international collaboration projects. These include technological trends in 

Section 2.4.1 and research results in Section 2.4.2. WP6 monitors relevant technologies during 

the project also after publication of this deliverable. 

2.4.1 Technological and business trends 

Technological trends affect service orchestration either directly (technology subject to being 

orchestrated) or indirectly (e.g., value network related to service provision).  
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2.4.1.1 Role of public cloud providers 

With increased adoption of cloud-based execution, the role of public cloud providers has become 

more prominent. The 5G core networks are designed for cloud platforms, and MEC and cloud 

RAN are bringing cloud platforms to the edge of the mobile network. CSPs need the ability to 

deploy functionalities on either private or public cloud platforms. Subsequently, network 

platforms and delivery processes, such as Continuous Integration / Continuous Development 

(CI/CD) need to support both private and public clouds as well as hybrid deployment models. 

Enterprise customers of CSPs leverage public cloud providers as platforms as well as for 

developer ecosystems. Public cloud instances are moving towards the edge of the network due to 

more advanced use cases, with on-premises and CSP edge deployments of the cloud instances. 

2.4.1.2 CSP-independent developer APIs 

Enterprises are increasingly leveraging network edge computing for advanced use cases (e.g. 

AI/ML) involving e.g. latency or privacy constraints. Implementation of use cases for enterprises 

is challenging and typically bespoke due to variability of cloud and service provider 

environments. Similarly, having a uniform developer APIs for network capabilities would enable 

innovation across CSPs and public cloud providers. 

It is desirable to have a network platform as a service which [Tho20] 

• Abstracts network complexity 

• Provides programmability through APIs 

• Facilitates creation of innovative services and novel business models building on network 

capabilities 

2.4.1.3 Serverless mobile networking 

Mobile networking has already embraced softwarization and modularization, as these enable 

moving away from highly specialized hardware solutions and benefit from building deployments 

based on general-purpose hardware architecture running reusable software components. 

Furthermore, they support the network slicing paradigm [GE+18]. However, adoption of these 

cloud technologies, which are relatively mature, requires a non-negligible cost, e.g., the 

management overhead or the re-design of certain functions that now run as software components 

instead of as hardware implementations [Ros17].  

The above is exacerbated is the aim is to embrace a “serverless” paradigm, that appeared a few 

years ago supporting a flexible approach to scalability and resource usage [AAB+19], [SRK+19]. 

With this approach, a tenant creates “on-demand” calls to specific functions that are then executed 

by an infrastructure provider. To support this, one first task is to decompose the software into its 

minimum building blocks (i.e., functions), in such a way that the code becomes platform- and 

server- independent, allowing unprecedented levels of scalability and resource efficiency. More 

specifically, to fully adapt a serverless operation, there are three main challenges to address as 

discussed in [GSB+20]:  

• Wire speed execution of VNFs while minimizing the number of resources needed for 

their operation. 

• An environment for the execution of such challenging VNFs, with minimal overhead.  

• Management and Orchestration framework that is capable to manage the rocketed 

complexity of the paradigm. 

The impact of serverless paradigm on performance in production telecommunications 

systems requires further validation. 
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2.4.1.4 Cognitive network management 

An overview of cognitive network management is provided in [MM20]. The book surveys 

evolution of network management from 4G SON to 5G and toward B5G cognitive and Cognitive 

Autonomous Network (CAN). The book surveys drivers for development toward CANs, 

including virtualization and the adoption of AI/ML techniques. 5G specific needs to go beyond 

rule-based SON are surveyed, a framework for using CAN approach in network management is 

presented, and the relevance of cognitive technologies and techniques is analysed in the context 

of CANs. Data and model-based configuration processes are addressed as an evolutionary step 

from rule-based ones. The book also covers multi-domain automation for fulfilling end-to-end 

objectives. 

2.4.1.5 Grid computing 

The availability of a big and diverse pool of end-devices at the extreme-edge in the upcoming 

B5G/6G networks offers a new set of networking, storage and computing resources that were not 

under consideration from the management and the orchestration perspective in previous 4G and 

5G networks. Grid computing techniques [BAG03] are a potential way to integrate these end-

devices in the network management and orchestration loops.  

As a whole, grid computing refers the use of widely distributed computer resources to reach a 

common goal. Beyond the well-known overall meaning of the distributed computing concept, the 

interest of WP6 is in certain technological projects focused on using end-user devices to perform 

certain computing tasks. An example of this is the “distributed.net” project [Dis21], a distributed 

computing effort governed by a non-profit organization (Distributed Computing Technologies, 

Incorporated - DCTI) that is attempting to solve large scale problems using otherwise idle CPU 

or GPU time from thousands of volunteers around the world who donate the power of their home 

computers, cell phones and tablets to academic research and public-interest projects. This project 

uses software application DNETC which users run to participate in the different activities of the 

project. It is available for a wide variety of platforms. Other smart grid projects can be found in 

[GGF+11]. The main interest of WP6 regarding this technology is on the more specific 

technological aspects (e.g., available APIs or the management and monitoring frameworks in use 

in these projects). 

2.4.2 Research results 

Research results listed below provide building blocks towards the goal state for WP6 in addition 

to the research projects listed in Section 2.3. 

2.4.2.1 Efficient and reliability-driven orchestration 

Position papers for 6G [BMR+19] are pushing for 9 nines reliability levels. This level of 

performance exceeds one currently envisioned for 5G with up to 5 nines reliability [TS22.261], 

imposed by B5G services such as, e.g., augmented reality, autonomous driving, or industrial 

automation. To support this kind of applications, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) 

introduced in 5G the URLLC service. In 5G a service is usually implemented as a network slice, 

running concurrently with other slices on top of a common physical infrastructure. Network 

slicing is supported via the NFV paradigm, which facilitates the virtualization and interconnection 

of traditional network functions over commodity hardware with cloud techniques. 

To reach higher reliability levels with mobile networks relying on virtualization techniques, 

resources need be scaled on demand to (i) guarantee their availability, while (ii) making an 

efficient use of the resources. While there are many algorithms and methods from cloud 

computing to match demand and active resources, existing approaches cannot provide the levels 

of reliability envisioned in 6G (see e.g. [SGJ+19] for a recent survey). 
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To achieve the levels of reliability envisioned in 6G, one cannot neglect the fact that the servers 

themselves are fallible, i.e., they can occasionally (albeit very infrequently) go down. To lessen 

the impact of server failures, one obvious technique is to add redundancy, i.e., keep enough 

additional resources activated so in case of a server failure, the tasks can be seamlessly migrated 

to a different machine without disruption. While this type of seamless “live migration” is already 

supported to some extend with existing technologies [GDG+20], for the case of the stateless 

operation envisioned in 6G [GSB+20] this migration would be even simpler. 

When designing reliable NFV system for 6G, a question that needs to be answered is whether it 

is better to rely on carrier-grade servers or rather smaller or less reliable servers. The former has 

very low failure probabilities (and hence need less redundancy) but involve longer boot up times 

(thus requiring more anticipation to incoming demands). Another major question that needs to be 

addressed when designing such systems is their configuration in terms of redundancy and 

anticipation. To this end, reliability-driven can be a potential candidate technology to determine 

the required level of redundancy and anticipate incoming demands in order to meet the reliability 

requirements.  

2.4.2.2 Orchestration of federated AI agents 

Federated Learning (FL) is considered in many research works as a promising ML technique. 

Few works cover design and define the actual entities, interfaces and orchestration mechanisms 

underlying a complete FL system. The interactions occurring at each period involve computation 

and communication resources at multiple levels of the infrastructure [DHU+20]. As these 

operations occur periodically, implies that they can produce bursts of requests and/or 

communications. Finally, current federated models are designed to accommodate millions of 

agents already, and this number is expected to grow to the order of billions in future networks 

[BEG+19]. 

To better clarify the system-level complexity of a FL approach, in Figure 30a possible realization 

of a FL procedure is illustrated, involving multiple agents and a federation server. There are 

multiple interactions and timings that have to be accommodated, and that go beyond the pure 

algorithmic aspects related to ML. 

 

Figure 30: Exemplary federated learning procedure. Source: [BEG+19]. 

As the scale of federated systems increases, it will become crucial to have efficient orchestration 

mechanisms on the overall federation process. Several practical issues have been identified in the 
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literature, involving both the Federation System itself and the underlying communication system. 

The challenges to be solved are various and include supporting resource-constrained devices 

[ITW+20, LHJ+19], handling user selection and user-subsetting, configuring pace steering, etc 

[BEG+19], etc.  

A FL system may involve a large number of nodes. From a system perspective it is not desirable 

to include all of them in the same FL instance. Within this context, user selection refers to the 

problem of selecting the agents to federate [NY19]. User subsetting is a special case of the 

previous wherein multiple FL instances working simultaneously on different node subsets are 

also allowed. In both cases, Orchestration algorithms for FL should realize efficient user selection 

or subsetting decisions considering multiple concurrent KPIs related to the model and to the 

underlying communication and computation system. Trade-offs include model accuracy vs.  

communication-resource consumption, and model explainability vs. model accuracy. An 

interesting example to illustrate the importance of user subsetting in multiple scenarios is given 

in [DHU+20]. Pace steering refers to the problem of selecting timings regulating the FL 

interactions, e.g., how often the agents should report to the federation server, or how often the 

server should send updates to the federated agents. Similarly to the user subsetting problem, 

several trade-offs can be applied to the pace-steering problem.  

The challenges identified above, can be efficiently targeted only if the management of FL tasks 

are included in a holistic orchestration system. Within this context, an efficient orchestration 

should first enforce coordination among multiple FL task to avoid overloading the underlying 

communication/computation resources. Second, it should also include scheduling and reservation 

of both communication and computation resources, possibly working in a proactive manner. As 

a matter of fact, if the operations occurring at each cycle are controlled and scheduled by a central 

entity, this should be also able to proactively reserve resources at multiple levels, instantiating or 

reallocating dynamic FL slices. Finally, the orchestration system should be also able to monitor 

various performance indicators of each FL task, verifying if service requirements are met. 

2.4.2.3 6G vision architecture 

A 6G vision architecture has been described in [ZVF+20]. Below, we shall review aspects 

relevant to service orchestration. 

The virtual RAN (vRAN) evolution of towards 6G encompasses increasing virtualization of base 

station functionalities to support flexible allocation of resources. A parallel trend of RAN-core 

convergence supports the same goal. From the viewpoint of network management, both the 

domains managed as well as dynamicity of managed objects are affected. Service orchestration 

needs to deal with mesh connectivity in addition to traditional “infrastructure mode”. The 

dynamic nature of virtualized resources requires advanced algorithms for orchestration of 

localized, transient, and specialized slices.  

The cloud platform used for executing virtualized functions encompasses multiple stakeholders 

and different variants of physical execution environments ranging from on-premise clouds to 

central clouds. Supporting mechanisms such as data architecture need to support different variants 

of VF execution ranging such as traditional microservices and serverless functions. Data 

architecture needs to support both network internal functionalities like data collection for network 

and service management purposes, as well as use cases related to user layer traffic. 

The ability to expose capabilities for service orchestration is an enabler for business models 

involving multiple stakeholders in service orchestration.  
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3 Goal state  

Hexa-X envisages the future B5G/6G service management and orchestration having the following 

main features: 

F1. Continuous orchestration from the end devices (extreme edge) to the core. 

 

Besides orchestrating network functions at the core and edge networks, B5G/6G orchestration 

also involves end devices, i.e., the orchestration function covers the continuum from the end 

devices (extreme edge) through the edge to the cloud/central network. This opens up a new range 

of possibilities due to the heterogeneity and nature of end devices; also, the boundaries among 

network domains are blur and management mechanisms are challenged to deal with increased 

complexity and heterogeneity when addressing horizontal federation or aggregation of elements 

across multiple segments. This way, B5G/6G service management should be able to deal with 

greater infrastructure complexity and a larger set of heterogeneous services. 

 

F2. Orchestration for heterogeneous service definitions. 

 

Related to the previous feature, orchestration needs to support a wide variety of service definitions 

and decompositions, including (traditional) virtual appliances, microservices and containers, and 

serverless functions in all domains. The inclusion of extreme edge elements whose nature is 

heterogenous and more volatile as part of network and vertical service descriptors, will require 

the revision of models with high level of abstraction and flexible workflows to characterise 

possible dynamic branches. Target certain harmonisation of terms and descriptions may be also 

necessary. 

 

F3. Multi-stakeholder orchestration. 

 

The orchestration function should allow the participation of different stakeholders, providing a 

unified architectural approach for Telecom Operators, Cloud Providers (hyperscalers), Private 

Network Operators or Vertical Industries, among others. In this regard, it would be possible to do 

cross-orchestration of resources between B5G/6G networks and over-the-top stakeholders. 

 

F4. Support for private networks. 

 

Adoption of private networks is expected to increase during 5G evolution. Consequently, B5G/6G 

needs to support the pervasiveness of private networks in terms of infrastructure sharing, neutral 

hosting, capability exposure, infrastructure inventory, discovery and composition, as well as 

cross-domain management automation. These allow easier integration of private networks into 

capabilities of other stakeholders. 

 

F5. AI/ML Driven Orchestration. 

 

Due to the heterogeneity and large amount of data to be processed, AI/ML techniques are 

considered an essential component of B5G/6G networks regarding management and 

orchestration. Due to the breadth of the topic, it has been split into multiple sub-topics below. 

a) Enhancing service management and network orchestration operations, such as the allocation 

and instantiation of network functions.  

b) Automating network tasks with data-driven and zero touch approaches. 

c) Providing consistent approach to data-driven cross-layer predictive and intent-based 

orchestration. Focus areas in network slice orchestration and assurance are:: 

i. Proactive network slice management and slice subnet sharing. 
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ii. Dynamic self-optimisation of network slices with self-triggered creation, 

composition and scaling procedures for slice subnets to match predictions on service 

demands and evolutions. 

d) Supporting and management of collaborative AI components across the network (e.g., 

Federated Learning agents). 

e) Providing intelligence for reasoning regarding service requirements, network capabilities 

and external non-network factors, and for optimally matching them in terms of quality 

offered to the service layer, network performance and societal aspects. 

f) Using of eXplainable AI (XAI) techniques will be predominant, in order to avoid the 

orchestration function becoming a sort of black box able to perform actions on the network 

that could not be interpreted. 

g) Using of AI/ML to enhance sustainability by means of reducing cost and energy as well as 

improve the service efficiency of network infrastructure (e.g., by enabling network elements 

only when they are necessary). 

F6. Advanced monitoring 

 

In order to be aligned with the previous features, advanced monitoring and diagnostics 

mechanisms regarding the quality offered and the performance achieved (KPIs) by the 

infrastructure, service functions and data plane would be available. Monitoring, telemetry and 

handling of data ingestion from all network segments exploitable for decision making on 

management and orchestration would be available. 

 

F7. Means for automation and network programmability. 

 

Providing of the necessary means for the automation and network programmability is considered 

a key enabler for intelligent service orchestration and management of B5G/6G infrastructures. 

These means aim to facilitate a dynamic adaptation to changing network situations and 

requirements for utmost efficient use of resources. This will be used to optimize requirements 

such as service creation time, amount of used resources, reliability and network dynamicity with 

massive amount of network functions (without neglecting the performance, scalability, and 

resiliency of the network functions). 

 

F8. Security architecture 

 

Due the extension of the orchestration function to extreme edge devices (F1) and the aggregation 

of multiple stakeholders in the orchestration architecture (F3 & F4), the orchestration 

functionality should provide accountability for security risk mitigation, forensic analysis and 

threat prevention.  

 

F9. Implementation 

 

WP6 considers implementation details to be an important feature to provide input for formulating 

requirements for architecture. Hexa-X will design concepts for a B5G/6G distributed platform 

(DP) with the following features: 

a) It will be able to jointly optimise resources with emphasis on edge and extreme edge as 

stated in F1, so defining an E2E architecture supporting cross-domain management 

automation offering a control loop automation (it will provide mechanisms for a complete 

E2E orchestration of heterogenous network elements across multiple domains). 

b) Every segment of the network will be developed, implemented and operated as cloud 

native. Continuum management in F1 will be applicable to next-generation networks on 

virtualised and software-based elements such as VMs, containers, as well as serverless 

frameworks in the way they can be managed and orchestrated. Hexa-X architecture needs 

to be NFV- and MEC-capable, thus ensuring backward compatibility. 
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c) The platform will provide interfaces to interwork with other relevant orchestration 

frameworks, access the infrastructure capabilities, and enforce decisions by leveraging 

on full network programmability. 

d) It will also provide enhanced service description models and profiling as well as network 

abstraction models. High-level intent-based means for expressing application/service 

requirements as well as for realising interactive human-machine interface methods to 

elaborate and consolidate the requirements are needed. 

e) CI/CD techniques will be available, in order to enable the dynamic building, testing, 

merging, delivery and deployment of network/service management solutions, in a manner 

that is automated and secure.  

f) Other Hexa-X work packages define KPIs and KVIs relevant to their scope. The 

following overall WP6 relevant KPIs should be fulfilled as high-level objectives: 

i. Zero-perceived latency regarding service instantiation time. 

ii. Seemingly infinite capacity. 

iii. Contribute to support a high number of devices (>100bn). 

iv. Contribute to reduce energy consumption and CO2 emissions based on optimised 

resource management. 

v. Contribute to provide high efficiency in terms of quality of experience/service 

and cost, and societal goals, such as inclusion. 

3.1 Link to other Hexa-X WPs 

To achieve the ambitious goals stated in previous section, WP6 builds on the planned results of 

other work packages within the Hexa-X project. These work packages are aligned and will help 

to better define the forthcoming service orchestration. Below, are introduced the most related 

work packages and their topics. 

3.1.1 WP1 

Common vision Hexa-X has been described in [Hex21-D1.1], encompassing – among other 

things – societal, economic, and technological trends as well as use cases. In this document, D1.1 

requirements are not analysed in detail, but selected aspects relevant to service orchestration are 

described. 

The following societal trends towards 2030 and beyond have been identified: sustainability, built-

in trustworthiness, digital inclusion, and pervasive AI for human-centric automation. Economic 

trends of relevance to Hexa-X include new business models and the role of networks in digital 

transition. In the area of technologies, network intelligence, network of computing and digital 

twin technologies are of relevance to service orchestration. Use cases relevant to WP6 include 

massive twinning, immersive telepresence, collaborative robots and trust zones. Hexa-X vision 

has been further elaborated in [Hex21-D1.2]. More detailed technology trends described there 

include technology evolution towards cost reduction and improved efficiency, predictable 

latency, network of networks, and services and applications leveraging rich context information. 

Supporting the business goals, KVIs have been drafted. 

Research challenges supporting the vision include (in addition to technologies listed earlier): 
Network of networks, sustainability, global service coverage, extreme experience, and 

trustworthiness. 

3.1.2 WP4 

WP4 analyzes use cases and requirements for AI in 6G networks, including aspects of using 

AI/ML in the air interface as well selected aspects related to network operations. Methodologies 

such as federated learning as well as selected aspects of AI architectures such as AI orchestration 

are addressed in WP4. 
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The general topic of Federated XAI is considered in the frame of both WP4 and WP5, referring 

respectively to the design of explainable AI solutions in a federated way and to the study and 

design of protocols and signalling, enabling interactions to support AI functions. WP6 will share 

the same interest on federated services by providing algorithms for the orchestration of federated 

agents (e.g., handling their lifecycle). 

3.1.3 WP5 

Heterogeneity of devices will be one of the main challenge because it will generate multiple use 

cases where the actual 5G architecture is limited and do not cover some aspects, as for example, 

zero latency, bigger bandwidth or a better energy efficiency. AI will be the key enabler to boost 

up the potential of next generation mobile networks. 

One of the work areas in WP5 has been the study of why 6G needs a new architecture and how 

AI can be applied to help in the development of the new architecture.  

WP5 refers to different techniques on how AI can be used to service orchestration, such as, 

supervised or reinforcement learning, as well as efficient implementations as cloud optimization. 

WP6 and WP5 are sharing the same interest on applying AI efficiently to the continuum 

orchestration and will join efforts to shape the future of service orchestration in 6G by applying 

AI/ML techniques in each domain or at a global domain. 

In addition to AI/ML, interaction between WP6 and WP5 is expected to include interfacing of 

service orchestration to domain capabilities. 
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4 Gap analysis 

Below, we perform gap analysis for all the goal state features in Section 3 against state of the art 

in Section 2. For each feature we summarize the state-of-the-art and describe the associated gap 

in order to fulfil the goal state. The focus in this Chapter is on description of the gap from state of 

the art to goal state in Hexa-X. For some features, it is necessary to summarize contributions from 

different sources listed in Chapter 2 in order to express the gap clearly. 

4.1 Feature 1. Continuous orchestration from the end devices 

(extreme edge) to the core 

Current management orchestration solutions are mostly relying on the ETSI NFV MANO 

framework, dealing with the challenge of integrating edge resources following an evolutionary 

approach through progressive extensions of MANO components, information models and 

procedures. For example, dedicated and specialized VIMs are introduced to handle edge 

infrastructures and their virtualization techniques, still under the control of a centralized 

orchestrator. The traditional network service models are extended with containerized functions 

(CNFs), which are handled similarly to the original VM-based VNFs, they are statically declared 

in the service chain and interconnected to the other components following a networking oriented 

perspective instead of a more flexible service-based approach. Placement algorithms and criteria 

are usually considering edge resources as a particular type of cloud resources located in PoPs or 

computing nodes closer to the network edge and with some constraints.  

 

Approaches departing from the traditional Telco model are also present in the industry. Solutions 

like Amazon Green Grass or Microsoft Azure IoT provide end to end orchestration platforms 

within respective cloud provider domains.  
 

Beyond the MANO framework itself, an important consideration with regard to our work on 

Hexa-X is the scope of management and orchestration operations, which currently focus primarily 

on core and edge network resources. The ambition at Hexa-X is to provide device-edge-cloud 

continuum management with E2E seamless integration of all the network resources in the three 

scopes: cloud, edge and extreme-edge. The extreme edge scope has relevant features conditioning 

the management and orchestration processes, namely: 

a) The high heterogeneity of devices in this scope. In addition to personal end-user devices 

(e.g., smartphones, laptops, tablet PCs…), also other connected devices are considered, 

including wearables, AR/VR devices, connected vehicles, connected home appliances, 

smart speakers, connected industrial devices or drones, among others [GT21]. It is 

expected that the diversity and number of these devices will continue growing.  

b) It is expected that a diversity of devices and technologies will be used in 6G, with 

different application areas (home, industrial, automotive, and others for different 

purposes, as well as varying computing and storage resources and form factors (e.g., 

mobile or stationary). There will be a diversity of supporting technologies (different 

operating systems, interfaces, underlying hardware, among others). 

c) The devices may be located in an uncontrolled environment, unlike resources in the core 

or the edge which are located in strictly supervised data centres or controlled premises. 

The resources at the extreme edge are in the hands of the end users, and may not always 

be available. From the management and orchestration perspective we’ve to assume they 

will exhibit an asynchronous behaviour. 

d) The number of devices is expected to be large, and AI/ML techniques need to support 

correlating data coming from a large number of heterogeneous devices in a wide variety 

of domains and formats. Designing and building algorithms may require application of 

novel AI/ML technics for network management. 
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For orchestration and management of the 6G end-to-end continuum requires methods which are 

beyond the state-of-the-art, including: 

i. The integration of the end-devices at the extreme edge itself and to delivering of highly 

distributed applications modelled according the SBA paradigm. This may involve design 

of components according to the Function-as-a-Service and serverless paradigm. The 

location of end-devices in an uncontrolled environment and their dynamic, volatile and 

potentially error-prone behaviour poses new challenges in terms of their integration into 

regular management and orchestration loops. A new type of infrastructure managers may 

need to be enabled to operate in this context. 

ii. High degree of automation and network programmability of network and devices is 

needed to optimize the usage of the network resources, enabling higher network 

dynamicity, reliability, resilience and optimal usage of resources. 

iii. An advanced monitoring and analytics mechanisms are needed to support the continuum 

management and orchestration paradigm, including the necessary AI/ML algorithms, 

infrastructure metrics and application data needed to support decision making on 

management and orchestration. 

iv. Management and orchestration processes need to be designed with security and privacy 

in mind. The integration of the extreme edge devices and the potential aggregation of 

different third-party stakeholders requires the orchestration functionality to provide 

liability to mitigate all the potential security risks. 

 

Full-blown orchestration continuity may be challenging to achieve for extreme edge management 

in an initial stage, and possible “light” and “semi-autonomous” orchestration solutions may be 

enabled for the extreme edge, to be coordinated with the end-to-end orchestration. Service models 

need support resources at the extreme edge and orchestration needs to support serverless 

paradigm. The capabilities of hardware acceleration should be exposed to the services for flexible 

function placement requiring high performance. Technology agnostic resource orchestration of 

NFs is needed, with information and data models supporting lifecycle management.  

 

This Feature is directly related with one of the research challenges that is being considered in the 

Hexa-X project: the “network-of-networks” paradigm, whereby B5G/6G networks shall 

aggregate multiple types of resources. The resources involved include communication, data and 

AI processing that optimally connect at different scales, ranging from  in-body to intra-machine 

to indoor to data centres to wide areas networks. The integration of resources results in an 

enormous digital ecosystem that grows more and more capable, intelligent, complex, and 

heterogeneous, and eventually creates the so-called single network of networks.  

4.2 Feature 2. Orchestration for heterogeneous service definitions  

In order to provide support for a wide variety of services, it is expected that model-based service 

specification is needed. One aspect of this is multi-connectivity for 6G, allowing a 

combining/integration fixed access with wireless access technologies (e.g. radio/mobile, Wi-Fi, 

LiFi), so that higher performance levels and novel functionalities can be achieved. For example, 

latency can be reduced by triggering parallel channel access over different wireless access 

technologies, or scheduling uplink or downlink traffic across the most favourable channel access 

technique. 6G orchestration needs to support an optimal interface selection in the integrated 

access network, supporting a seamless coverage and vertical handovers. Currently the translation 

between a communication service definition (e.g., through blueprints and descriptors) and 

network slice templates or network service descriptors is static and infrastructure agnostic. Such 

translation may need to become dynamic and take into account the infrastructure technologies, 

topology and capability. This approach would allow to automatically adapt the translation of the 

service requirements on the basis of the (virtual) environment where it is deployed, customizing 

the service instantiation according to the network capabilities, resource availability and 

virtualization technologies adopted in the edge and cloud nodes. Since such capabilities may vary 
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depending on the target environment, but also at the service runtime, especially considering the 

volatile nature of extreme edge resources. Therefore, the support of mechanisms for the dynamic 

and data-driven translation of service descriptors is critical to automatically re-adapt and optimize 

the service deployment enhancing the delivered QoE across multiple and potentially changing 

network infrastructures. 

 

B5G/6G management and orchestration platforms should not only facilitate the regular life-cycle 

management operations of regular VNFs, but it should also be able to combine third-party 

applications for creating new more versatile and richer set of software components, and breaking 

silos between connectivity and computing. This should include a wide variety of service 

definitions and decompositions, including microservices, containers and serverless functions 

together with regular virtual appliances in all domains. 

Aligned with Feature 1, B5G/6G service decomposition patterns take into account functionalities 

in different scopes (i.e., core, edge and extreme edge networks), in order to be able to define the 

necessary sets of fine-grained services that collectively could properly represent the functional 

scope and context of the services operating in the continuum of the network. B5G/6G networks 

should enable the possibility to create different functional splits combining technologies from 

various sources and industries. 

The working assumption is that network slicing is used as a key paradigm for the services 

definition and decomposition in 6G networks. 6G slicing mechanisms need to support also 

extreme-edge components as part of the network slices, as well as predictive/proactive slicing 

mechanisms enabled by prediction of demand on one hand, and resource utilisation on the other 

hand. To achieve this the MANO platforms should incorporate the necessary means to include 

the resources from the different stakeholders, such as the necessary APIs, component and service 

definition primitives and multi-domain management automation resources, among others. 

 A risk associated with this aggregation of different stakeholders is the emergence of 

technological silos between different industries, which is considered undesirable. To avoid this 

B5G/6G networks should provide an open way of mixing functions from the various sources and 

industries, providing the adequate level of abstraction to interconnect between the various 

resources and technologies. 

4.3 Feature 3. Multi-stakeholder orchestration 

OPG (Section 2.2.2.1) defines Operator Platform which supports monetization and federation of 

CSP network capabilities in a scalable way by providing a cohesive vision of the underlying 

capabilities. OP provides a basis for CSP/hyperscaler cooperation. OP work is currently focused 

on edge computing is expected to expand into IP communications and network slicing. 

5GROWTH project is looking into federation with external domains. Technical enablers for 

cross-stakeholder interaction include data sharing and AI federation platforms. These are 

expected to be useful particularly at the network edge. The 6G cross-stakeholder orchestration 

will build on best practices developed for current network and provide technological enablers for 

automating stakeholder coordination and providing security and trust infrastructure. 

 

It is expected that value chains associated with 6G will be more diverse than in 5G, supported by 

technical enablers for cross-stakeholder value creation. For example, extending virtualization 

from the core of the network towards the RAN creates opportunities for providing execution 

platforms at the edge of the network. A unified architectural approach covering all 6G scenarios 

is needed, supporting cross-orchestration of stakeholders involved, including CSPs, private 

networks, and OTT stakeholders. 

 

Compared with 5G an additional level of complexity in 6G networks is that all the network 

resources in the different domains (core, edge and extreme edge) can be provided by different 
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actors. Although this is something that is already considered in 5G, an evolutionary step in 

functionalities supporting this is needed for B5G/6G. What is needed is management and 

orchestration of network services different actors’ resources, including CSPs, global and local 

cloud providers, neutral hosts or vertical industries or private networks, among others.  

4.4 Feature 4. Support for private networks 

Hexa-X WP7 focuses on the requirements of special purpose networks. As WP7 work progresses, 

requirements for WP6 are identified. The following analysis is mostly based on WP6 internal 

analysis and relates to service orchestration relevant aspects. 

At the moment, CSPs provide network 5G slices for enterprise customers and scaled-down private 

5G networks are deployed on-premises at enterprises. In the latter case, the private network is 

either completely on-premises or provided partially as a service. Provider agnostic APIs (Section 

2.4.1.2) allow easier integration of production environment to 5G networks. Scenarios for Stand-

alone Non-Public Network (SNPN) and Public Network Integrated (PNI) NPN are defined in 

3GPP, with the identification of roles (which party manages what) together with the 

corresponding management modes (which actor/stakeholder plays which role). Management is 

decoupled from deployment, facilitating the integration of XaaS models on NPN service 

offerings. For example, IaaS allows using on-premise infrastructure to host 3rd party applications, 

and PLMN infrastructure to host enterprise customer applications. Similarly, NSaaS allows the 

CSP to provision PNI-NPN to enterprise customer in the form of a network slice. 5GROWTH 

analyses validation of services provided for industry, transportation and energy; management of 

vertical services in multi-domain 5G networks. The 5G-CLARITY project defines capabilities in 

private network environment: multi-access network, positioning, AI-based service and network 

management with built-in slicing capabilities. 

In moving towards B5G/6G, a greater degree of automation for integrating external capabilities 

to private networks is targeted. Management APIs are needed to open the door to independent 

developers to bring new solutions to the PNI-NPN scenarios. Work towards these specific APIs 

is needed to allow NPN owners to manage their networks, providing provisioning, fault 

supervision, and performance assurance functionalities through secure and auditable mechanisms. 

A research goal for Hexa-X is looking into mechanisms supporting flexible cross-orchestration 

of resources between private networks, CSPs, and external IT platforms. 

 

Support for private networks in B5G/6G will build on the capabilities of Hexa-X architecture, 

including enhanced performance. For orchestration, flexible combination of enterprise internal 

and external functionalities into use case specific services needs to be considered for different 

service provision scenarios. For management of private networks by staff not proficient in 

telecommunications, management and orchestration of private network via abstractions relevant 

to the application domain is important.  

4.5 Feature 5. AI/ML Driven Orchestration.  

In Hexa-X, AI/ML techniques are a key enabler for continuum management and orchestration of 

resources of B5G/6G networks. Large volumes of data are expected to originate from core, edge 

and specially, extreme edge of the B5G/6G system. AI/ML techniques are expected to be 

instrumental in dealing with these amounts of data, since conventional algorithmic treatment 

could be constrained for processing and correlating data of such rich and heterogeneous data sets. 

In implementing regular (non-AI) algorithms, a programmer needs to consider the large amount 

of data coming from a multiplicity of devices at the extreme edge. Dealing with complex tasks 

(e.g. image recognition or the analysis of complex network traffic patterns) could make the 

programming task unmanageable due to its level of complexity. Artificial intelligence techniques 
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have proven their effectiveness in the processing of large amounts of data and complex pattern 

recognition, so we believe that they may also be suitable in this area. 

 

5G management and orchestration is already leveraging AI/ML, but 6G needs a more 

comprehensive and architectural approach for utilizing it. Due its relevance, this feature has been 

split into different “sub-features” which are explained in the following subsections as specific 

cases where AI/ML techniques could be applied to enable this AI/ML driven orchestration 

feature. WP6 will cooperate with WP4 on AI/ML methods in this area. 

4.5.1 Feature 5a – Enhancement of the network orchestration operations 

AI/ML techniques are expected to be a key enabler for future the network orchestration 

operations. The use of AI/ML needs to be more pervasive in 6G as compared to 5G, due to 

increased complexity of the orchestrated components and involved value networks. 

 

AI/ML techniques can be used for different purposes for managing the complexity associated 

with the diversity and heterogeneity of data sets. Regarding B5G/6G management and 

orchestration this complexity is associated to the integration of the resources from the core, edge 

and extreme edge networks as part of the orchestration. AI/ML algorithms may be used in 

different ways in this context combining data from both the applications plane and the 

infrastructure plane. For instance: 

• Supervised learning algorithms may be used to trigger management and orchestration 

actions based on complex pattern recognition, classification tasks, time series forecasting 

or images processing techniques. 

• Unsupervised learning algorithms may be used for data clustering, information extraction 

or anomaly detection, among others. 

• Reinforcement Learning may be used for implementing automated control loops based 

on complex data processing. 

• Federated Learning techniques may be used to implement collaborative machine learning 

using highly distributed training data sets. 

Different orchestration actions can be triggered based on these AI/ML techniques, including: 

• Intent-based abstractions for operations 

• Predictive scaling actions (e.g., applied to single NFs or complete network slices). 

• Proactive NF placement actions (in the edge, core or extreme edge devices). 

• Automated healing actions. 

• Proactive Alerting (interfacing with the OSS/BSS systems). 

• Hidden patterns discovery (e.g., to support to network slice profiling). 

• Incident analysis. 

• Proactive closed-loop automation. 

Consequently, AI/ML-based orchestration is envisioned to be applied (see Figure 31):  

• Within each domain (i.e., core, edge and extreme edge domains), applied even in a very 

granular way at the level of single network functions or individual devices. 

• Globally, by means of continuum orchestration functions integrating metrics and 

resources from all the different domains. 
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Figure 31. Enhanced network management and orchestration. 

AI/ML-driven orchestration involves a highly distributed approach, including coordination and 

collaboration among cross-layer and cross-domain AI-driven decisions and actuations with 

mechanisms to guarantee the end-to-end network stability. Furthermore, dynamic composition 

and instantiation of custom AI/ML pipelines are expected to be needed, which could be supported 

also by AI-as-a-service [PTL19][Hex21-D1.1] concepts. 

 

For implementing this enhancement for the network orchestration operations, the collection of 

relevant data from the different domains will be necessary. This gathering of data will serve two 

main purposes: a) driving the real-time decision-making processes during the network operation 

itself as it already happens in 4G and 5G networks, and b) providing the necessary training data 

for the AI/ML models. The second purpose is of great importance as the effectiveness of AI/ML 

models can be largely conditioned by the availability of training data from the actual operating 

environments. Distributed AI/ML is expected to be an important technique for AI/ML driven 

orchestration.  

4.5.2 Feature 5b - Data-driven and zero touch approaches 

Network analytics is an essential component of feedback-loop based management, an underlying 

technology for cognitive management. In this concept, data collected from individual sources is 

processed (e.g., transforming raw data into KPIs by means of transformation and correlation 

mechanisms) and fed into analytics engine. Network analytics hosts AI/ML models targeting 

different management activities, including performance assurance, fault supervision, 

configuration management, security management among others. In response to the input data, 

analytics makes intelligent decisions on managed network functions (e.g. PNFs, VNFs, CNFs), 

according to the logic specified in these models. An example of analytics functionality is the 

MDAF (cf. Section 2.1.1.2), which facilitates aggregated performance and fault network statistics 

for regions and cell(s). MDAF can complement NWDAF enabling complex analytics, e.g. 

predicting a UE QoS at a future location by combining mobility (NWDAF scope) with 

performance prediction at specified cells (MDAF scope). MDAF can also assist the admission 

control for network slicing, carrying out a feasibility check to ensure that the network status can 

fulfil the desired slice level SLA (e.g., ServiceProfile [3GPP TS 28.541]) for the entire duration 

of a slice request.  

 

Closed-Loop Automation (CLA) represents a step beyond analytics towards cognitive and 

autonomic management. This approach, based on data models for closed loops, introduces full 
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automation in the entire pipeline. With the definition of these models, closed loops become 

managed entities that can be parameterized, instantiated and operated when required and where 

needed. This approach is used in 3GPP SON. An evolution of CLA towards cognitive direction 

employing AI/ML consistently in an architectural setting is needed to provide scalability for zero-

touch management. In B5G/6G, CLA needs to be applied in complex and varied scenarios, where 

thousands of devices and a wide number of management domains (e.g., technology domains, 

vendor domain, administrative domain) are expected. For cross-stakeholder use cases, 

responsibilities and accountability need to be defined. Two further relevant challenges are 

described below.  

 

Fine-grained data is needed to take accurate decisions. This means analytics should build on high-

precision smart telemetry which will require full instrumentation of the 6G network, measuring 

data, for example, at flow or packet level. This granularity together with the vast of network assets 

(e.g., devices, compute fabric, networking fabric, VNFs and CNFs) may lead to un-precedent 

volumes of telemetry data that need to be generated, collected, processed and analysed. Therefore, 

smart mechanisms are needed to gather only the data that is needed by analytics and monitoring 

applications. Model-based streaming telemetry solutions are a potential technology for this.  

 
Mechanisms allowing for cooperative and closed loops need to be specified and developed, 

especially when scoped operations span multiple management domains. These mechanisms 

should enable horizontal (peer to peer) and vertical interaction of two or more closed loops, 

including the possibility to compose (nesting) them into more complex (composite) closed loops.  

4.5.3 Feature 5c - Cross-layer predictive and intent-based orchestration 

mechanisms 

State of the art summarized in Chapter 2 provides architectural building blocks for this feature 

and concepts related to intent-based management. NWDAF (Section 2.1.1.1) describes 

hierarchical deployment. ETSI ZSM (Section 2.1.2.3) addresses intent-driven autonomous 

networks, with focus on integration of with E2E service and network management. IETF work 

on intent-based networking [IETF-IBN] defines intent as a set of operational goals that a network 

should meet and outcomes that a network is supposed to deliver, defined in a declarative manner 

without specifying how to achieve or implement them. TM Forum builds on the intent definition 

of IETF and emphasizes the separation of intent from any implementation logic that handles the 

intent. An intent is defined as the formal specification of all expectations including requirements, 

goals, and constraints given to a technical system. In 3GPP, [TR 28.812] [TS 28.312] discuss intent 

within the management service (MnS) concept, defining intent-based management services that 

accept intents from an MnS consumer. A hierarchy of intent based MnS may be involved to break 

down high-level intents to increasing level of details across cooperating management services. 

The implementation of the intent based MnSs (as it is with MnSs in general) are not defined. 

 
Complete intent-based management architecture needs to facilitated the use of AI/ML/analytics 

in human-machine interfaces in network intelligence. Components needed include: 

• Intent interface, intent validation and feedback mechanisms to allow CSP and verticals to 

declare abstract technology independent configuration and management objectives on 

various abstraction levels (business, service, network) and receive comprehensible and 

actionable insight from the system. 

• Managed automation by assembling intent-driven closed loops using a deployed 

network’s available network & service automation capabilities. 

• State modelling and anomaly detection as automation enabler providing insight to the 

dynamically changing industry, service and network states. 

• Self-learning closed loops to obtain new capabilities in. 

• Solutions addressing trust, governance and new types of security issues (created by 

AI/ML in the loop, as-a-service mode of operation, multi-cloud deployment). 
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Vertical and CSP business intents need to be supported through closed loop network & service 

management automation driven by AI/ML analytics on correlated industry/UE/network insight. 

This requires correlated cross-domain data collection including UE/application, RAN, transport, 

cloud infrastructure and NF data at E2E device/application level, E2E network/service level and 

slide/NF/resource level. Business intent needs to be interpreted into technical intent, bridging 

knowledge between vertical and telco on business level and between telco business and technical 

levels. 

Regarding cross-layer predictions itself, the system should enable the integration of the different 

metrics across the different layers in the resulting architecture (e.g., infrastructure layer, 

management layer, data plane layer, BSS/OSS layers, etc.) in order to enable the AI/ML 

mechanisms to correlate on an heterogeneous set of data and make possible to produce multi-

factor accurate predictions. 

4.5.4 Feature 5d - Collaborative AI components across the network 

AI has been so far investigated as a set of tools for managing and monitoring different aspects of 

networks. A more advanced approach considers AI as services that are part of the system and 

need to be managed and monitored as such. Moreover, it is expected that the number of agents 

involved in B5G/6G end-to-end continuum will be large. At the same time, loading in execution 

environments will be variable. Such an environment will require new designs for respective 

orchestration procedures. In particular, a holistic AI orchestration system is needed for managing 

of AI/ML services, supporting collaborative methods like FL or distributed AI agents. Said system 

should on one side support the interactions within agents belonging to the same federated services 

or possibly among multiple services as well; on the other side should manage the communication 

resources for said the above services. 

A B5G/6G service platform should provide life-cycle management functions tailored for the 

federated services, allowing not only the dynamic creation/termination of agents, but also 

operations for joining/leaving federated groups, or to update federation parameters, e.g.; allowing 

pace steering (see section 2.4.2.2). Moreover, orchestration systems should provide means for 

coordinating multiple AI/ML agents, for monitoring and optimizing service performance, e.g. in 

terms of model accuracy and/or explainability. All these functions will involve interactions among 

the FL service, the service platform and the end device. The existing interfaces among said 

elements should be extended, maintaining an application-agnostic approach, i.e.; focusing on the 

general characteristics of the FL paradigm rather than on the specific service. 

Concerning the second goal, instead, the system should handle the allocation of computation and 

communication resources for the execution of FL agents, from the core to the edge and far edge 

of the network. This could be done by exploiting the knowledge on the federated-service 

requirements and characteristics. Thanks to the inherent periodic nature of federated interactions, 

feeding the orchestrator with information on the AI-service status would allow one to make 

predictions on the communication-resource requests, and to perform efficient resource reservation 

and proactive resource allocation. In this respect, live-migration techniques could be explored to 

improve the performance of FL-based services, especially when deployed at the network edge. 

This way, a FL service could be migrated between edge nodes – this can be done even preserving 

the application state in a so-called stateful migration – preserving service proximity in case of 

mobile nodes. 

 
The following research actions fall within the scope of this feature: 

• Definition/extension of interfaces for the lifecycle management, configuration and 

announcement of federated services. 
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• Definition/extension of interfaces to allow end devices to join/leave a federated service, 

and to report the quality of the overall service (e.g., accuracy and/or explainability of the 

model). 

• Design of algorithms for automated optimization of the FL-service performance, based 

on both the reported quality of the service and on the network resources. 

• Design of algorithms and mechanisms for flexible FL-service allocation and service 

migration across the network edge. 

4.5.5 Feature 5e - Intelligence for reasoning regarding service requirements, 

network capabilities and external non-network factors 

Network slice-based provisioning model assumes that service instances are mapped to suitable 

QoS flows in network slices. Traditional SLA definitions bind contractual obligations of the 

operator with maximum rights from the customer at the networking level. Network operators are 

obliged by SLAs to guarantee a certain network performance metrics, which may be difficult to 

map to the QoE of the final user or use case. New concepts for SLAs that bind together multiple 

entities in an effort to provide a full vision of the QoE of the end user are being studied in multiple 

projects such as 5GROWTH (Section 2.3.4), including AI approaches. 

The advent of 6G challenges traditional SLA with stringent reliability requirements of up to six 

nines. These requirements translate into sever performance guarantees on the performance of the 

underlying network function virtualization infrastructure, which consists of many (fallible) 

software programs running over a (fallible) shared infrastructure relying on a given orchestration 

system, which suffers from some inherent delays on its operation (e.g., start-up or reconfiguration 

times). This is in contrast with hardware-based deployments, where specialized, very reliable and 

“very predictable” equipment (i.e., no capacity fluctuations due to multi-tasking) was carefully 

designed to support a given demand.  

 
The following mechanisms are in scope of the work: 

• Automated reasoning from service requirements and matching service instances 

automatically with service quality support available in the network.  

• AI-based mechanism to adapt the use case parameters to the network conditions, trying 

to cope with network or external changes while meeting the end user service QoE 

requirements.  

• AI-based mechanisms to adapt the requirements of the service to the novel cloud 

paradigm, with its associated practical characteristics (fallibility, lack of agility, resource 

fluctuations, etc.)  

4.5.6 Feature 5f – Explainable AI for orchestration 

The application of AI techniques to the networking context has been researched intensively 

recently. Hexa-X WP4 is addressing several of applications to different areas in mobile networks, 

including channel estimation, spectrum management and resource scheduling. However, while 

techniques such as Deep Neural Networks have contributed in achieving unprecedented levels of 

performance, they are generally seen as black-box models due to lacking explanation associated 

with their outputs. Among the works described in WP4, only very few provide an inherent degree 

of explainability, thus treating the predictions/decisions of the models as black boxes. It should 

be noted that the performance of a model and its transparency are typically conflicting objectives 

and thus accuracy-oriented solutions are often deemed as hard to interpret. Within this context, 

two main approaches can be identified for having explainable models: designing inherently 

interpretable models or adopting external models to realize an “explaining black-box” strategy. 

Neither of these approaches have been applied to the context of service orchestration to date. 

 
For service orchestration, requirements for explainability need to be understood, also in terms of 

performance/transparency trade-off. For some of the service orchestration use cases, 
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explainability is expected to be more important than performance, whereas for others, the opposite 

is true. XAI needs to be consistently applied to service orchestration in order to allow human 

users to understand the state of automation. For each of the use cases within service orchestration, 

an adequate method needs to be identified. 

 

Indeed, to overcome algorithmic convergence issues, ML and Reinforcement Learning (RL) 

techniques have been introduced as they are more accurate than heuristics. In practice, ensuring 

that a Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) algorithm converges to an optimal policy is a 

challenge since the algorithm acts as a self-controlled black box. In addition, such algorithms rely 

on a large number of hyper-parameters to fine-tune in order to ensure accuracy of the solution 

exploration and the exploitation of knowledge acquired via training. The concept of including 

external control or assistance over DRL algorithms are very accurate to obtain an explainable 

behavior of DRL agents. 

4.5.7 Feature 5g – AI-based sustainability applied to orchestration 

AI-based orchestration can contribute to sustainability through energy savings associated with the 

proactive enabling/disabling of resources more precisely tailored to the actual user behaviours, 

which can be more accurately monitored through access to metrics on the extreme edge devices.  

Beyond energy savings on the network infrastructure itself, the access to a huge variety of devices 

at the extreme-edge converging various network technologies and administrative domains can 

enable implementing energy-savings strategies on specific use cases, e.g., integrating metrics 

from IoT sensors or acting on specific scopes where the usage of resources could be highly 

optimized (e.g., smart cities, home automation, road traffic, smart agriculture or industrial 

environments, among others).  

Thus, B5G/6G network management and orchestration solutions can become a significant enabler 

for energy efficiency, enabling MNOs and other involved stakeholders to collaborate and create 

innovative E2E services in a sustainable environment. Although the usage of NFV and SDN 

technologies in 5G have already blazed a trail in this direction, the incorporation of AI/ML 

enabled analytics associated to the automatic triggering of network optimization processes in the 

upcoming B5G/6G networks can help to perform further progress in this direction. 

4.6 Feature 6. Advanced monitoring 

To support the previous features, the monitoring system for B5G/6G networks should provide 

monitoring metrics from the different network scopes: core, edge and extreme edge. Work in 

B5G/6G domain is expected to build on the architectural work done in 3GPP SA2 (e.g., NWDAF 

in Section 2.1.1.1) and other fora. 

We envisage B5G/6G specific service orchestration and service platforms need to support data-

driven orchestration based on automated data-driven decisions. To achieve this, B5G/6G 

management and orchestration systems should provide access to metrics, not only from the 

infrastructure as is typically the case in current orchestration systems (e.g., VNFs CPU and RAM 

composition or network usage related metrics), but also from the data plane (i.e. metrics of the 

services deployed). For instance, a typical B5G/6G orchestration application could correlate 

regular infrastructure metrics with an images recognition system that could be part of the network 

service to trigger slice elasticity actions based on a public parking level of occupancy or the 

regularities in the movement of pedestrians in the city. Of course, to enable this, the necessary 

interfaces should be enabled to grant access to each specific network service data. 

This continuum integration of data from the different scopes (edge, core and extreme edge) 

together with the aggregation of network service specific metrics would work as a complement 

of the Services Assurance systems, ensuring that network services meet the necessary quality 
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levels to provide subscribers with an optimal experience. However, beyond helping to identify 

faults in the network and solve the issues in a timely manner, this advanced monitoring system 

would also help to provide the necessary data to train the AI/ML models and to proactively 

pinpoint, diagnose and resolve service quality degradations before end-users are impacted. 

For 6G, enhanced real-time alerting, diagnostics, and possible maintenance are needed for 

supporting dependability and extreme performance in handling unexpected situations aimed at 

fulfilling the requirements of the 6G KVIs and KPIs. Such a required advanced monitoring system 

for 6G shall have the capability to:  

• Store real-time data streamed by billions of real-world connected devices of various 

vertical industries. 

• Programmatically analyse the collected data and show the analysis on real-time 

dashboards 

• Autonomously make the right decisions.  

 
Additionally, the 6G monitoring system shall go beyond the state-of-the-art providing an even 

more decentralized and federated fashion in order to complement the needs of the network 

management and service orchestration. 

4.7 Feature 7. Means for automation and network programmability 

The proposed work in Hexa-X covers solutions for infrastructure and service monitoring, 

predictive analysis, resource allocation and VNF placement. For B5G/6G, AI/ML functions need 

to be fully integrated to service orchestration framework. At the moment, virtualization of NFs 

and deploying them as containers on a generic contributes to programmability and automatic 

management of networks. In 5G, the vRAN evolution addresses the virtualization of RAN 

functionalities. The generalization of the SBA to the edge and the RAN allows more flexible 

deployment of the network function and their life cycle management. 

 

Automation and programmability can be considered from multiple viewpoints: automation 

mechanisms, the use of AI/ML in network and service management, APIs between layers, and 

programmability of network infrastructure as well as management systems.  3GPP SON addresses 

closed-loop automation and AI/ML is increasingly being used in network and service 

management. Network management system (NMS) provides programmability by allowing CSPs 

to run their own workflows within NMS. 
 

B5G/ 6G networks are evolving towards cognitive management utilizing AI/ML techniques. The 

use of AI/ML for network management and automation needs to support distributed deployment 

of functionalities with components that can be deployed in the various domains and collaborate 

to yield global efficient management. An AI-enabled variant of closed-loop automation is 

expected to be a building block also for 6G for optimizing end-to-end management of network 

slices. 

One of the new challenges of 6G may be a move towards more distributed approaches to have 

specialized analysis and decision modules. In addition, the use of AI techniques can go beyond 

the management and orchestration aspects and can be embedded in the network functions or user 

devices to seek more efficiency and intelligence. The main advantage AI techniques compared to 

classic optimization method is the ability to deal with heterogeneous type of data and the ability 

to address multi objectives optimization problems in a reasonable computing time. 
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4.8 Feature 8. Security architecture 

Good protection mechanisms are available, but not used to full extent in current ICT systems. 6G 

will have an increased attack surface compared to 5G due to extreme edge and a larger set of 

stakeholders. In addition to 6G security architecture for using AI/ML methods for security, an 

understanding of the effect of operational procedures on security is needed. The Level of Trust 

(LoT) of a particular network service in a concrete application scenario is proposed as a 

KVI in Hexa-X. 

  
ETSI ENI (Section 2.1.2.4) offers services to assist an external system and ETSI ZSM (Section 

2.1.2.3) supports end-to-end network service management have the use of AI in common over 

any application discipline. These systems use AI to process a large number of events raised by 

the monitoring, react to them more promptly and efficiently and in a more adapted manner, derive 

lessons from past activities.  In addition to these benefits, AI also helps to perform predictive 

analysis, automate traditionally manual processes, and improve human system interfaces. 

Considering the comprehensive security of a management system necessarily covers the security 

of AI. NIST has identified several areas of study to enhance the security of AI, including 

specification and verification of AI systems, trustworthiness of AI decision making, detection and 

mitigation of adversarial input, and engineering of trusted AI-enhanced systems. 

  
Overall, the technological challenges for security management for B5G/6G must necessarily 

contain the aforementioned points, meaning protection against threats that is 

• System-wide 

• Distributed into multiple autonomous managers that can respond locally and in real time 

to cyber-attacks 

• Collaborative to deliver consistent end-to-end protection  

• Tailored to the load placed on the protected assets 

• Making use of AI techniques, and able to deal with AI-specific threats 

• Able to deals with threats derived from the use of quantum computing 

• Suitable to leverage Physical Layer Security (PLS) 

  
The network slicing concept, being adopted by network operators to offer demand-driven services 

to their customers, has a layered construction where each level has an internal logic that 

dissociates the exposed services from the resources being used. This construction facilitates the 

design of complex and nested services, but also introduces additional risks. Security compromises 

in a resource can propagate along the chain of dependent services, therefore it is essential to 

address the security of the entire system. Countermeasures, incident detection and remediation 

must protect the system from threats at every level to contain the impact of the attack and 

minimize the disruption of services. To support this need, the ETSI SEC [SEC024] proposes a 

modular architecture comprising OSS/BSS security manager (OSSM), Security Manager, and 

Security Agent entities. These entities are distributed and exist in multiple instances, which can 

be combined to enforce a set of security policies. This enables the creation of a domain of trust 

that complies with the security requirements of a client or a vertical such as for instance, industry, 

health, entertainment. 

This risk is all the greater as slices may be deployed over several domains, organised according 

to administrative, technological or policy criteria, and as the domains offering the service may 

include unsecured or heterogeneous infrastructures, whether virtualised or physical. Based on the 

security intents that are expressed by the customer, the management system is expected to 

translate them into security SLAs tailored to the domains traversed, and to ensure that the security 

level of the end-to-end service is maintained. In addition, agreements between orchestrators must 

be understood and secured between peers. This can be achieved, for example, by distributed 

ledger or attestation technologies. 
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The modularity of the security management architecture must be enhanced by the capability to 

support a large number of network slices. Indeed, Network Slicing has the flexibility to specialize 

a network with only a few service offerings, this facility tends to generate massively network 

instances. The architecture of the security orchestrator as proposed by the MonB5G project is 

intended to tackle this issue by relying on a set of security as a service offers, aiming to provide 

safeguard measures for managed objects including slice, slice subnet, and network service. A 

security as a service offering plays the role of an autonomous manager implementing the 

framework of a security standard, it can contain closed automation loops facilitated by AI tools 

to carry out monitoring processes and improve protection. Multiple offerings are distributed 

across administrative, technological or trust domains and they cooperate with each other through 

monitoring and actuator interfaces. A multi-domain approach, based on the application of the 

ZSM distributed architecture framework mentioned above and allowing for the loose coupling of 

different security enablers accessed through an inter-domain fabric by means of dynamic trust 

links, is the proposal of the INSPIRE5Gplus project to address the security requirements of next-

generation networking. 

In addition to the problem of the massive number of slices, the number of connected devices is 

increasing rapidly. This results in a scaling management problem, including security 

management, as many of these devices may be insecure because they are unable or unwilling to 

implement appropriate security mechanisms to, for example, preserve their autonomy and 

processing capacity or reduce manufacturing cost. 

4.9 Feature 9. Implementation 

Implementation details of envisioned Hexa-X distributed platform is described in the following 

sub-sections. 

4.9.1 Feature 9a – Joint optimization of resources 

Closed-loop automation performs local optimization of resources. Optimization instances need to 

be coordinated in order to avoid direct and indirect conflicts. For example, SON functions can be 

coordinated in centralized or distributed fashion. Centralized coordination of ML capable 

coordinated functions benefits from determination of optimal values for parameters being 

controlled by ML capable CLAs [BMC21]. 
 

In B5G/6G, resources from every network domain are operating concurrently. Most of the 

resources are located at the extreme edge and needs to be supported by orchestration. The extreme 

edge is going to support a vast diversity of technologies and joint optimization techniques need 

to be applied consistently across heterogeneous service resources. 

Human interaction with automation of network services will not be possible due to large number 

of devices involved. Thus, advanced solutions as management automation will need to be applied, 

bringing more dynamicity and adaptation to any network situation. New functionalities will be 

developed in B5G/6G networks to manage all the network resources. Prediction of service 

demand is needed. For example, network has to be able to predict when a user is going to require 

more resources or if the base station should be switched off some elements to save energy. Slice 

creation/deployment procedure must be predictive and automated for which proactivity and CLA 

are potential enablers. 

4.9.2 Feature 9b – Cloud native 

Currently, “cloud native” network functions are being adopted as part of 5G networks. ETSI EVE  

[EVE011] specification defines a list of parameters to classify cloud native VNF implementations. 

Currently, those parameters are usually fulfilled using a 3GPP SBA architecture, and a micro 

service implementation. 
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In the micro service paradigm, a VNF is decomposed into atomic elements, each one running in 

a container. Based on this report, a set of specifications are now under draft to precise the 

additional management and orchestration services required focusing on container management, 

connectivity and interfaces in the MANO context. 

Currently, only the core network architecture of 5G follows the SBA logic developed by 3GPP, 

enabling a cloud native implementation. Virtualized RAN will become a key technology for the 

last mile of next-generation mobile networks. In this domain, the leading initiative is driven by 

the O-RAN Alliance. Virtualization of the RAN needs to deal with low latency, high data 

volumes, and computing fluctuations inherent to wireless dynamics coupled with resource 

contention in shared infrastructure. At the level of implementations, O-RAN Software 

Community already deploys both its near-real time and non-real time RICs using containers. The 

ONF SD-RAN project also proposes a near-real time RIC based on the ONOS architecture, using 

containers. 5G-CLARITY proposes a SBMA for the management and orchestration stratum, and 

an on-premises containerized (k8s) environment for the execution of O-RAN xApps and 5G core. 

The rest of the functions, including RAN functions (vCU-UP, vCU-CP, RAN Intelligent 

Controller), TN functions (vSwitches, SDN controller), UPF and service applications can be 

deployed in virtualized (OpenStack) environment.   

For management, ETSI ZSM introduces a service-based framework, where the diverse 

management entities of the network can propose and consume management services. 5GZORRO 

uses this framework to address management for cloud native. ITU-T has Architectural Framework 

for Machine Learning in Future Networks [ITU-Y3172]. Following the same idea, the ITU-T 

proposed their own equivalent solution, their architecture can support various ML models, is 

agnostic to the underlying network technologies, and can manage both classical NF and ML 

functions. The ITU framework is highly modular and could be implemented as cloud native. 

B5G/6G architecture will be truly cloud native, which increases complexity and poses new 

requirements due to higher performance requirements in service orchestration. The architecture 

needs to be capable of meeting dynamically varying requirements imposed by cloud-native 

applications over the continuum of virtual resources. Support for B5G/6G relevant value networks 

may require novel aspects for cloud native paradigms.  

 

RAN virtualization needs to address processing pipelines optimized for RAN fulfilling the 

requirements of 6G in terms of resiliency and latency. This needs to be achieved in cloud 

environment with dynamically changing loading patterns.  

 

Regarding management, the network architecture in 6G will head towards a true end-to-end SBA 

that allow cloud native implementations calls for open API and small services where end-users 

will become active players. The vast amount of monitoring data generated by all those services is 

an opportunity for ML-based management and orchestration but brings its own challenges. Smart 

data collection is required to avoid an explosion of monitoring traffic while providing meaningful 

information to the models. Moreover, the data model(s) used between the different management 

entities has to be defined, either as one unique model, or as several models depending on the type 

of data. Finally, although ZSM proposes a communication system between management domains, 

the nature of collaboration between domains remain unknown. 

4.9.3 Feature 9c – Interfaces 

ETSI ZSM defines open interfaces for E2E orchestration between E2E service management and 

domain management. Various fora define orchestration interfaces, including: 3GPP, NVF, O-

RAN, ONAP, and OSM. These have been described in Chapter 2. 
 

Support for B5G/6G architectures and service provisioning constellations is needed in 

implementing the Hexa-X vision. B5G/6G services for industrial applications are expected to 
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provide specific use cases, including AR and VR equipment for controlling robots in industrial 

context.  

 
Orchestration interfaces need to enable the interaction among multiple actors at different layers, 

and to facilitate the composition of services, slices and resources in a flexible, dynamic and secure 

manner, up to the extreme edge. This includes an enhanced integration with private networks for 

B5G/6G services. Such interfaces should enable different kinds of scenarios, also based on 

federation, where multiple stakeholders can contribute to the value chain offering virtual 

resources, mobile connectivity, virtualized environments for the dynamic execution of functions 

or services in the cloud or at the network edges. In this sense, the current “cross-domain” 

orchestration interfaces (e.g., the inter-NFVO interfaces or the NFVO-VIM or NFVO-WIM 

interfaces defined in the ETSI MANO framework) should be extended to integrate business 

aspects and move towards a full SBA paradigm to simplify the advertisement and the 

consumption of services by the platforms of multiple stakeholders. 

 
The support for intent-based interfaces, already introduced in 5G networks, should also be 

enhanced to facilitate not only the provisioning, but also the runtime operation and automation of 

6G services. Current approaches are based on the definition of the characteristics of the desired 

service through high-level service descriptors or blueprints oriented to the business requirements, 

combined with the abstraction of the infrastructure domains and their capabilities, everything 

following a static modelling. Such models should be further extended to capture the dynamicity 

of the service and to enable a more flexible modelling of the network abstraction, taking into 

account the particular characteristics of the volatile resources at the extreme edge. 
 
An additional aspect to be considered in terms of orchestration interfaces is the capability to make 

full use of the AI/ML techniques to enable the different options for AI/ML driven orchestration 

(Section 4.5). In this sense, the orchestration entities operating at the different layers should enable 

a bi-directional interaction with the AI/ML functionalities to provide the monitoring data required 

for training the models and taking real-time decisions as well as to consume the AI/ML services. 

Also in this case, the SBA paradigm seems the most suitable to enable a flexible and modular 

composition of orchestration functions, driven by AI/ML algorithms that use ML trained models 

built over several data sets, where all these elements can be offered in multiple instances and 

consumed “as a service” through a multi-stakeholder business collaboration.  

 
Finally, end infrastructure and end users or even robots have to communicate with each other not 

only for supporting specific application like video streaming, control of movement, but also push 

information to higher layers that will collect, analyse and orchestrate the data. Enhancing these 

interfaces will enable live monitoring, diagnosis, resource allocation, service placement, service 

migrations and overall orchestration of 6G application in an automatic way in a complex multi-

level system.   

4.9.4 Feature 9d – Service description models 

The notion of blueprint as a service description model has been a subject of study in the last years. 

Research projects such as 5GROWTH (Section 2.3.4) rely on templates defining the service level 

model, which is later processed, decomposed on its lower level entities and used to compose a 

model by the service orchestrator. 

In 5GROWTH, the northbound interface of the proposed architecture provides a vertical-oriented 

and simplified interface, which enables verticals to customize, deploy and manage vertical 

services using high-level primitives. Vertical service blueprints are used as templates for the 

vertical to define its service. These templates mainly model the different service components and 

their interconnection. The vertical service definition is then realized with the creation of a Vertical 

Service Descriptor, which hosts the specific values for the service-level input parameters defined 

in the blueprint. All the vertical service instance deployment and scaling operations are performed 
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based on these latter descriptors, and the specific values provided in them are used as part of the 

vertical service translation and decomposition process. In 5GROWTH, blueprints and descriptors 

have been enhanced to convey mobile traffic information that enables the 5GROWTH platform 

to utilize RAN as part of the end-to-end network slice.  

High-level intent-based means are envisioned to be needed for B5G/6G use cases supporting 

service description models, profiling, and network abstraction models. Expressing of application 

and service requirements as well as elaboration and consolidation of requirements need to be 

supported. Although originally thought as a general way of defining vertical specific services, the 

blueprint approach has been proven to be complex and more use case specific than desired. New 

models that can be highly automatized are needed for the fast deployment of new vertical services. 

6G should explore new intent-based service description models, which allow a higher level of 

automation and self-management for the network. 

Along with intent-based templates and languages used for service and service requirements 

description, semantic and ontology-based description of services and service requirements are 

orientations for network and service exposure and management. Such orientation is motivated by 

the introduction of information-centric approaches leveraging the application of the well-known 

web-oriented ontologies and is studied for future open network frameworks in beyond 5G as an 

implementation of robust metadata structuring to help the extraction of the information and its 

translation from the service and the requirement description files into network-understandable 

requirements. Also, description approaches based on Natural Language Understanding (NLU) are 

emerging as realistic northbound interfaces implementing user-centric and application-friendly 

features towards making the network directly open to all user profiles. 

4.9.5 Feature 9e – CI/CD techniques 

Operators are facing the challenge of rapidly changing competitive landscape, evolving security 

requirements, and requirements for scaling up the performance. The ever-increasing 

softwarization of individual telecom networks, requires a complete re-thinking on how networks 

need to be operated, much closer to the IT practices. Thus, operators need to bridge the gap 

between operations stability and rapid feature development, leveraging agile frameworks 

integrated in the cloud-native based platforms and tools which are widely used in the IT world, 

and the capabilities enabled by it, such as CI/CD. CI/CD is a practice that enables rapid software 

changes while maintaining system stability and security. It automates and integrates all the stages 

of the pipeline (coding, build, testing, release, deploy and operational) to bring feature velocity 

together with consistency in operation, which is key to continuous service innovation in 5G 

telecom products. CI/CD is gaining attention in the standards. For example, 3GPP SA5 has 

recently launched a Rel-17 study item focused on the relevant aspects of CI-CD automation for 

software artefacts relevant to the 3GPP system, in particular 3GPP NFs and their execution 

environment. ETSI ZSM also has defined a study on CI/CD pipeline, much more focused on the 

integration of all process on multi-domain environments. And there exists also open-source 

solutions with inbuilt CI/CD features, such as OSM and ONAP.  

 

B5G/6G needs to improve and consolidate the CI-CD practices explored in 5G, integrating them 

as a native part of the entire network and service management processes. To achieve that, some 

gaps need to be still addressed:    

• Adapting today’s CI-CD approaches to the telco domain. Unlike IT workloads, some 

telco workloads might demand very stringent performance requirements, as of 

transaction-intensive and time-sensitive RAN functions.  

• The ability to complete dynamic software upgrades and live testing of telco workloads in 

production environments, without service interruption.  

• Multi-vendor related issues, including (i) common information models used in release 

models across vendors; (ii) version control, enabling operators to recognise and integrate 
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different vendor versions as they are released; (iii) multi-vendor joint testing 

environment.  

 

CI/CD for B5G/6G needs to support hybrid (private/public) cloud platforms which is important 

for flexible hosting of functionalities. At the moment, Machine Learning Operations (MLOps) 

processes are used in ML product development. 

 
Data no longer resides in just a single database or data warehouse but in complex and highly 

distributed data ecosystems. A variety of sources of data are being processed and ingested, either 

in real-time or batch processing. With MLOps, monitoring and correlation of activities can be 

automated in the data pipeline and can uncover the myriad issues that can arise. Data applications 

are complex, they run on a wide range of architectures, and there are a lot of dependencies 

between those apps. As data volumes grows and moves at speeds beyond human scale and a range 

of disparate applications are used to process these data, MLOps and DevOps can automate these 

tasks and orchestrates the processes to eliminate any bottlenecks. 

 

For 6G, an end-to-end orchestration platform is needed that manages 6G architecture pipelines 

and service lifecycle with various automations in an infrastructure as code system. The 

deployment platforms and stakeholders involved in service delivery will be more diverse. 

Automatic rollbacks need to be supported when new 6G network service fails at the deployment 

stage. 

4.9.6 Feature 9f – Overall KPIs 

The high-level KPIs identified for Hexa-X listed in Section 3 are partly quantitative (e.g., number 

of devices in excess of 100 billion) and partly qualitative. The Hexa-X KPIs represent a leap as 

compared to corresponding KPIs in 5G standards. They pose functional requirements for the 

design of 6G architecture, including service orchestration solutions. In [HexD2.1], data rate, 

capacity, localization, and connection density have been identified as KPIs affected by evolution 

to 6G. At the extreme, Hexa-X use cases being analyzed in WP7 are associated with requirements 

for availability of up to 99.9999999% for collaborating robots and latency down to 250 µs for 

motion control.  

 

Some KPIs, on the other hand, may need to be redefined by considering end-to-end perspective. 

Service availability, KPIs for deterministic services and dependability, coverage and network 

energy efficiency were highlighted for potential redefinition by WP1. Furthermore, it is expected 

that new KPIs are needed to characterize new functionalities of Hexa-X system, including 

integrated sensing, integration of local computing and intelligence, embedded devices and 

flexibility. Analogously, the Hexa-X drivers for 6G such as sustainability, inclusion and 

trustworthiness are expected to require development of corresponding KVIs. 

 

Predictive orchestration being developed in WP6 as well as enhancements in 6G system 

architecture is expected to contribute to reducing service instantiation time through using of 

AI/ML in domain orchestration. Both advances in radio access technologies and orchestration 

technologies contribute to capacity of 6G systems as well as the number of end devices supported. 

Methods supporting sustainability goals have been discussed in Section 4.5.7. An enhanced 6G 

system architecture as well as AI/ML enabled orchestration contribute to resource efficiency 

while ensuring quality of service. Societal goals are supported by affordable radio access systems 

as well as the ability to orchestrate extreme edge resources for service instances. 
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5 Conclusions 

WP6 has identified a set of research challenges. Technical and architectural topics will be 

synchronized with the rest of Hexa-X project, in particular WP4 and WP5. Additionally, WP6 

will collaborate with WP1 and WP7. WP6 will monitor developments in selected fora listed in 

Section 2.1 and Section 2.2 as well as synchronize with selected research projects listed in Section 

2.3. WP6 will also monitor and update the list of technological and business trends related to 

service orchestration (Section 2.4). Below, some of the research topics identified are highlighted. 

6G architecture is expected to pose new requirements for service orchestration in multiple areas. 

The functionalities participating to end-to-end orchestration in B5G/6G extend to end devices in 

the extreme edge domain. This poses new challenges regarding the infrastructure management 

due potential high volatility and random behavior of the devices in that scope. The number of the 

entities being orchestrated is also expected to increase drastically due to this trend.  

The use of virtualization is expected to expand from core towards RAN and involve also execution 

environments at the extreme edge, including end devices. The availability of execution platforms 

on end devices may be ephemeral. Subsequently, orchestration needs to be able to cope with 

highly dynamic loading patterns for platforms on which functionalities are being executed.  

The value networks participating to provision of services are expected to be more complex than 

in 5G. For example, a service instance may involve aggregation of resources from multiple 

stakeholders. Interworking mechanisms allowing flexible composition of services is expected to 

be important for 6G. 

Added complexity will make the use of AI/ML a necessity. The AI/ML methods being studied 

within WP4 will be important for service orchestration in 6G. In particular, the role of AI/ML in 

facilitating predictive methods will be important for 6G. Federated Learning and Explainable AI 

have been highlighted in our analysis as being technologies for study for 6G service orchestration. 
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